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Howard 
celebrates 
120 years 
-Orator to serve as 
convocation speaker 
By ,Jennifer Phillips 
Hillt op Stiiff Reporter 
The.120th annual convocation will 
be held today at Howard University's 
Cramton Auditorium. 
Classes 'viii be suspended today 
between 11 a.m and I p .m. The 
ceremony acknowledges the 'formal 
opening of the universit y for the new 
school year. 
Dr. Gardner C. Taylor , interna-
tionally kno'''" and respected pastor, 
~Vil! speak at the ceremony and \viii 
also be the recipient of the honorary 
degree o.f Doctor of Huma11e Letters. 
Taylor is 
head ·of Ne:w 
York cities 
Concord Sap 
tist Church, 
\Vhich has · 
over 10,000 
members. H is 
church 
possesses a 
011e-hundred 
• 
. , - -._,i 
- I 
and t\vent y Dr. Gardner Taylor 
one bed nurs 
'· 
' 
ing home and a. fully accredited 
elementary school. · 
Taylor's oratorica l ability has led 
lO speak ing invitations in South 
Africa , Mal,awi , Zambia, Tokyo, 
Copenhagen, and Westmi11ister Hall 
i11 London.-
Aside fron1 church responsibilties, 
Taylor has ser,·ed as the first black 
Prcside}1t of the Council of Churches, 
P.residCq1 of tl1e Ne\v York Ci ty Ur-
ba11 Lesigue, and as a member of the 
Board bf EdUcatio.n . 
-
' a. - - · Photo h}' Vincent Valenline 
The 1987-88 Howard Univ"ersity Cheerl.eading Squad and coach Janet Mitchell. 
-- . . . 
Cheerleaders not rewarded 
No fund.$~~ praise despite hard work and .financial sacrifices 
Cookman are a $5,000 endevor." 
sai'c:I Belinda Lightfoot of the Of-
fice of Stude11t act ivities. 
William !-I .' Greene Stadium is 
the center of an abundance of ac-
tivity on just about any evc11ing. 
Some\vhere bet_""·een the joggers, 
b laring Bison Bar:id a nd others the 
H o,vard Univers)t)' Cheerleaders 
can be found givpng it all they've 
got. 
The 18 membr squad , \Vith it s 
sn1all budget a1 d fe\v niaterial 
· be11efits, manag tl1eir bot1ndless 
energy oni)' aftef a lot of t1ard 
work. According/i to co-captain , 
Lynn Squires, the sqµad spends at 
least six hours a \\;eek in practice. 
mances, but in practice they flow 
naturally as a sign of the good 
chemist ry that exists between the 
squad members. Though usually 
orderly, laughter broke out \vithin 
the group as they toyed with the 
idea of sacrificing the sharp, defi11-
ed moves of a cheer in favor of a 
loose version of the cabbage-patch . 
However, cheerleading is not 
purely. recreational. It can become 
quite costly because of uniform 
costs and traveling expe11ses. 
At Ho\vard the cl1eerleaders do 
hot r.ecie\ e sch1Ji<' rs!1ip~ o:- stipcrids 
for their effo1·ts. They submit a 
budget to tl1e Office of Student Ac-
tivities and hope to receive funding 
to cover a ll of their expenses. 
Customarily, _ the cheerleaders 
petition funds from various sources 
in addition to Student Activities 
including the University Wide Act~ 
Appropriation Board, the 
Undergraduate Stude11t Assembly 
and the General Assembly. ' 
Spe~~al funding requests are 
sometimes made for events like the 
MEAC tournament. The cost for 
such an event is $3,000 to $3 500 
said Lightfoot. ,..:. ' 
Students vote 
' 
elp' • ID 'Self- • 
$5 to be added to studefl;t activiir _fee . 
'' ' .! ' 
) 
Yvonne McCormack 
Hill top Staff Reporter 
' 
The ''Self Help Program''initiated 
by the Howard University Student 
Association (HUSA) received a 
sweeping 98 percent vote of approval 
by Howard students. Out of the 815 
students that voted Wednesday, 797 
voted in favor of the program. 
The vote was asking for aQ, ap-
proval by the student body of an ad- ..... 
ditional mandatory $5 to be added to 
the Student Activity Fee to start the · 
program. This additional $5 is ex-
pected to raise $60,000 per semester; 
half of which will be available to pro· 
vide emergency student loans of up 
to $300. . 
The other half of the sum will be 
deposited in a local bank. In future 
years the interest will be added to the 
amount available ,to students for 
loaris. · 
• 
H\JSA Vice President Crai9 Bedford 
Anyone will be eligible to apply for 
the loan provided they are an enroll-
ed student . The loan is interest free 
and must be paid back in full by the 
end of the semester. 
Evf:ry four years· an additional 
$100 will be added •to the amount 
available for student loans. The in-
''I feel great about the situation," crease is an attempt to offset infla-
said Craig Bedford, vice president of tion and tuition• increases. 
HUSA . ''The people who are con- · 
cerned about Howard University 
came out and voted.'' 
HUSA is hoping ·to ... get ''Self 
Help'' approved by President Cheek 
and the Board of Trustees by the end 
of the academic year so that the pro-
gram will be available to students by 
Fall '88. , 
Bedford is optomistic that all will 
work o ut. He said that all the 
guidlines of the' HUSA constitution 
were follOwed in the development of 
the program. 
Self Help will be administered by 
the Office of Financial Aid and Stu-
dent )Employment but governed by. 
the Executive Branch of HUSA. 
HUSA will receive a monthly report 
on all matters concerning the. 
Bedford said he was a little nervous 
about the outcome. ''We onJy had a 
week to campaign''. He said that 
students in the School of Business 
asked a lot of questions while he was 
~plaining the progr.am but,''what 
impressed me most was that st udents 
felt good about Self Help because 
they knew where their money was go-
ing.'' 
When 'the program is inacted aP-
proximately 150 students will be able 
to get·the-Self help loan to assist with 
their university expenses. 
Acrording ro Owen Nicols, vice-
president for administration and 
secretary qf the u11iversity, Dr. Taylor 
i" 011e.of the most ''dynamic religious 
leaders in this cou 11 try ... and anyone 
wl10 has heard him once would be 
' 'ery anxious to l1ear him again." 
Convocation has been a tradition 
\Vilh the university si'lce it's 
''B-·i-s-o-n, thats \\'ho's gonna 
\vin! Bison mighty Bison!'' Coach 
Janet Mitchell \v~ lk: s throug h the 
two lines observink but she doesn't 
The cheerleaders ''\vould like to 
· go to eac !1 (away) game," said Mit-
chell , but some must be missed 
because they cannot afford to go. 
Th is year the cheerleader's 
budger proposal totals $27 ,000. 
That figl!re accou11ts for all awaY 
fo?tball and basketball games, new 
uniforms, and miscellaneous items. 
Lightfoot does not expect that full-
funding will be approved, but 
noted that HUSA is \VOrking on 
assisting· with the uniform costs. 
• program-: 
.Bedford and HUSA are very com-
mitted to the program. Bedford said 
that if the program had failed to get 
the votes that it needed, ''I ~ouJd 
have tried again next semester ." ,,_, 
beginning. · 
It \Vfl.S originally called Charter 
Day because of the Charter signed by 
P reside 11t Andre'v Johnson which 
autl1orized the es tablis l1ment of 
H oward Unive rsity. 
~ s1op there. '' YoO J1a,1e got to be 
loud!'' she remi1Jded the squad. 
Wit l1 that the voices bccan1c louder 
and could be heard above the con-
fusion of the fieltl. 
Smiles· a re the rl1l e during perfor-
' 
''Tile decision on (going to) 
games away fro1n the university is 
kind of contingent on the budget . 
Often, games like Bethune-
' ' J'>t, seems to be a constant con-
ce'rn that if they were under 
another department, they would 
get fundi ng. I don't kno'v where 
Continuea on page 2 
Researcher says Africans first to New World 
By Glenda 1-'auntleroy 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
History-book writers may credit an 
Italian with discovering America, but 
a noted historia11 and anthropologist 
is convince.ct that Africans were here 
first. 
Dr . lvJn Van Sertima told an 
overflow crowd, in the Armour J . 
Blackp_urn Qailroom ·last ·Friday, of 
his discoveries that prove ~frican 
people had crossed the Atlantic 
Ocean Jong before Christopher Col-
umbus completed his voyage irl 1492. 
·~1 am not the first to suggest this,'' 
said Van Sertima, ''Columbus, 
himself", spoke of ta les told to him of 
dark-skinn,ed people who once trad-
ed with the Native Americans." 
The program, ''An Evening with 
Ivan Van Sertima," was sponsored · 
bY the Institute of Karmic Guidance, 
and concluded a three-part ''fi'ee 
Your Mind'' series, hosted by the 
organization. 
Van Sertima, author of ''They 
Came Before Columbus'' and ''The 
r African Presence in Early America,'' 
emphasized the legitimacy of his _ _ , 
beliefs, as he spoke of Mexican Pholo h}· Vincent Valentine 
peasants who, in 1858, uncovered a Note~ .~.~~to~io".'! Iva'! V~n Sertima, illustrates a_ point du.ring hi~ leciure. 
12-foot stone head weighing ten tons. ,. witl1 1he Native Americans~ This sculpture had an intricate-
The head, Van Sertima said, had Van Sertima acknowledged this 
hair in those braids except the 
Africans, no one at all," said Van 
Sertima. 
Since 1865 , 12 more heads . have 
been found, along with hundreds of 
clay pieces of Africans, all in the area 
near the Mexican border. 
Van Sertima furthei revealed he 
has found journals of old explorers, 
sculptures, ancient Arabic 
documents, charts, and maps all 
which point to the existence of 
Africans in ancient America. 
Van Sertima has met much opposi-
tion to his findings from fellow 
historians, but he appeared un-
daunted by skeptical denials. 
'' If you refuse to see, you do not 
see," he said. ''You have to be will-
ing to accept new suggestions if you 
expect to learn." 
Sertima was born in Guyana in 
1935, and has acquired degrees in an-
thropology, linguistics and history 
from the London School of Oriental 
and African Studies and RutgCrs 
University. • 
Van Sertima is also a member of 
the International Commission for 
Rewriting the Scientific and Cultural 
History of Mankind . 
I.D.'s protect property ' 
Shelia Maxwell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter ~ 
In a move to help students retriev:e 
stolen goods, the Liberal Arts Stti-
dent Council sponsored a property· 
engraving event Wednesday in Tub-
man Quadrangle Hall. 
Officers from the university's 
Security Division engraved student's 
social-security numbers, names and 
or their school iden'.tification number 
on their personal items during the 
afternoon ''Operation Identifica-
tion'' program. 
''By doing this lwe are hoping to 
reduce crime, eliminate opportunity 
(of potential crime) and offer better 
identification of property taken 
through thefts and burglaries,'' said 
John Dashiell, crime prevention of-
ficer for Howard security. 
The officers also gave the students 
a ''Valuable Property Record'', a 
form which categories material 
goods, and encouraged' them to use 
. ' It. _ 
''There are three factors in theft: 
desire, opportunity, and ability,'' 
said Officer F.C. Bowden, assistant 
to Dashiell. 
This week: 
Georgia Ave. Day 
. . 
festivities, p. 5 
''The victim only has control 0;ver · 
the 'opportunity' factor. If we can 
eliminate that part of the crime, then 
that's what we will work on doing,'' 
said Bowden. 
Kimberly · Churchwell, executive 
treasurer for the council and 
organizer of the project, also 
highlighted the need for ''Operation 
Identification.'' 
''Students need this so if something 
is stolen, i1 can be identified. (After 
the engravement process) they can 
feel safe that their items arc pro-
tected,'' said ,Churchwell. 
''I would like to protect my pro-
perty while I'm here,'! said freshman 
Sandra Jackson, a liberal-arts major · 
who lives in Crandall Hall. 
''In this city there is always the 
potential (for criuie)," she said. 
Melanie Williams, .a freshman and. 
also a Crandall resident, participated 
at the advice of her father, a New 
York police officer. • • 
''If something gets stolen, I can 
identify it because it has my social 
securitY number on it. Nobody else . 
is supposed to have youtl , social 
security nijmber,'' she said. · 
--
. . ... 
' 
full lips and a wide nose 1and waS ob- ct · 1 J d'd · ~ . . . tscovery a o e 1 nQt prpve his 
v1ously a representation of the dark- ... ·beliefs until he learned that a second 
braided hairstyle, and dated back to 
948-680 B.C. 
''I knew I had my pi:oof because 
no other [peopleJ . have worn their 
' 'We were not simPly slaves bought 
here on ships, but we made voyages 
to this continent long before Colum-
bus and his men," he said. ''Our 
ancestors have as much claim to this 
land as . the , Europeans who came • 
. . ' 
skinned people whom had interacted head had been uncovered in 1862. 
P'arking for students not available 
By Ten.etia Willi~ms 
Hilltdp Staff Reporter 
There are too many cars and not 
enough p~rkirg :sJ:?aces ~or students 
who live 1n Mer1d1an Hill Hall. 
Despite their recent petitioning ef-
forts ·the citY goverment said this 
week' it will not issue students 
. ' 
residential·parking permits that 
would allow them to park in the sur-
rounding neighb_orhood. . 
Delphin.e Sheppa~d, branch chief 
of the Office of Neighborhood Ser· 
• 
vices in the District of Columbia's 
Bureau of Parking Permits, said this 
decison is based on a H oward 
University polic~ t~aq dis.courages 
students from br1ng1ngl their cars to 
school. 
''This was our understanding. 
How1ver, if the university is chang-
ing tlieir policy then they should write 
us a letter to inform us of these 
changes and then we'll go from 
there,'' she said. 
''Until then, I would have to 'say 
that if is highly unlikely that they're 
' • 
going to get an approval for per-
mits," she said . . 
The 'residence hall, at 260116th St. 
N. W ., does not fulfill eligibility re-
quirements because is it a single-room 
housing unit . 
''There are almost a thouSand 
residents of that dorm and there is no 
way we can accommodate that much 
parking space," said May Faison, an 
administrative assistant at the 
bureau. 
Meridian does not have facilities 
. for single families, a prerequisite the 
afterwards.'' -
parkillg bureau uses to gra.nt permit 
to an apartment complex. _ 
Students who live in Slowe Hall, 
another single-room dormitory at 
1919 Third St. N. W ., are is!i!Jed resi-
dent parking stickers.· 
· The area around Slowe has a high 
number of single.family homes. 
When residents in the block area 
around Slowe were granted parking 
spaces, the dorm was automatically 
included. 
Be~ause there are no single-family 
dwellings contained in the same block 
as Meridian, it is unlikely . those 
reside~ts will be granted parking 
Continued on page 3 
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Life on the hill 
Colored eyes alright 
How ludicrous it' seems that a 
minute segment of the Howard 
community would trarisform a sim-
ple faddish · fashion into an 
ideological dilemma. 
How laudable the-whole affair 
seems when I hear the profound ex-
planations and witness the eloquent 
presentations. erroneously con-
cocted, that ctetail the horrendous 
threat posed by black-college 
students who wear the now in-
famous color contact lenses. 
How Angela Davis must have 
wept to the African gods when the 
female black personalitites of her 
generation drained the ''straight-
hair'' \\'ig market during the 1960's. 
Whether Ms. Davis did in fact 
view the oncoming surge of black 
women wearing wigs of straight 
hair as ail ominous clue to the 
future of Blacks in this country is 
not the question. 
Instead, consider whether ~s. 
Davis had the right to determine the 
appropriate dress and philo~op~ies 
of an entire generation r of her 
contemporaries. 
One might say that the answer is 
relative. And it is. In fact, the 
answer is as re1ative of Ms. Davis 
as it is for those students who per-
sist in condemning othersrfOr wear-
ing the lenses. 1 1 
''just a fad.'' 
_ As Howard~ch_ol.Qgy professor 
Dr. Albert Roberts said, wearing 
cntacts does not become pro-
blematic until the individual 
''begins denyiQg his blackness. 
''There has to be a syndrome 
before we start worring about so-
meone'S racial identity,'' Roberts 
said. 
I concede to the. ·critics the 
possibility that, for some black 
students, wearing color 
contacts 1especially the blue, gray 
and green 1might be a subconscious 
representation of self-hatred. 
But I refuse to believe that such 
a narrow analysis ~ould apply 
-generally. l 
The cultures of the Europeans 
who immigrated io ·1his country in 
the 1800's, the AsianS who came 
during the 1"920's, and the Cubans 
who came in the l 950's are not the 
same today as when they first 
arrived. 
Surely, the grieving hearts of im-
migrant grandparents have collaps-
ed, as their offspring abandoned 
the customs of the old country in 
the quest for empty-materialism 
sold in mid-town Manhattan. 
I 
Students 
protest 
court 
appointee 
Cornelius M. Bates 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' The recent outcries against Presi-
dent Reagan's nomination of District 
Judge Robert Bork, to fill the vacan-
cy on the Supreme Court, hit home 
last wr,ek as Alpha Chapter, Delta _ 
· Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. sponsored · 
a ''Block Bork'' letter writing 
campaign. 
The campaign consisted of a form 
letter urging the Senate to strike 
down the nomination of Bork to the 
nation's highest court. Students were 
asked to write letters to their 
Senators. Students of the District 
of Columbia were informed to write 
to one of the three Senators who are 
l!ndecided on the nomination. 
The' Deltas' anti-Bork campaign 
stemmed from a rally conducted by 
the National Organization for 
Women. Kelly Richardson, social ac-
tion chairman for~Delta Sigma Theta, 
was one of several members who ex-
pres.$ed an interest in organizing th~ 
letter writing campaign, after atten-
ding the rally. 
• 
' ' 
I • 
• 
..... 
' 
I PhQIO by Carmoalqoe -RobCrU. 
I Bk.ck Bork: The message is clear ot the E?elto-s~nsored letter writing ~ampaign. 
- . t' Before .!_1he rally I just did not . 
realize the impact of Robert Bork 's 
noJilination to the Surpreme Court'', 
. said Richardson.' 'After listening to 
the various speakers express their 
feelings on the issue and their pleas 
for us to write to our Senators, I 
realized this was a very serious 
issue." · 
The Deltas' f~lt it was important 
that students berome involved and 
aware of the issue and how Bork's 
nomination would affect blacks, 
women, and other minorities. ''I feel 
a lot of Howiird University students 
are very apathetic to issues in 
politics, ''said Richardson. ''The. 
Block Bork campaign was '\- perfec~ 
opportunity far -students to take an 
active stand on an issue which direct· 
ly affects us.'' 
According to Richardson,'' stu-
dent response to the campaign was 
excellent." Fourteen hundred letters 
were receiv~d over the initial goal of 
l ,OCK>. The letters were hand delivered 
to each Senator's office on Tuesday 
of this week. 
Bork, who many liberals feel will· 
create a rightwing majority on the na-
tion's hiihest jlldicial bench; was 
nominated b)' Reagan to fill the 
vacanc;;y left by retired Associate · 
Justice Lewis Powell .. Powell played 
the role of centerist for much of his 
tenure on the court, a:nd was th,e 
' ' 
deciding factor in several 5 to 4 court ~ 
decisions. Bork's confirmation would 
cause a 6 to 3 conservative lean on the 
high court, an unpleasantness in the 
eyes of black leaders. 
Other organizations besides NOW 
have verbally attacked the Bork 
ndmination-. They include the Na-
tional Urban LCague and the 
NAACP. 
- To chastise students for altering 
the -color of their eyes, we \iiould 
necessarily have to chastise' those 
that relaxed, lengthened or colored 
their hair. To follow their lead 
again, we Woul'd have to assess their 
racial pride and ·measure thei r 
self-esteem. 
Every ethnic group undergoes a 
process of acculturation when set-
tling in a new land. Why can't 
American blacks be allowed the 
same. 
Why are American blacks always 
perceived ~o simply and packaged 
like sardines, as one unit. We are 
-.\ ~i dynamic ethnic group, bursting 
with ve rsatility. · 
Security button installed on campus phones 
.But Woilld w~ actually, do any of 
h. ' . t IS. . 
Probably not, since modifying 
the look of our h,air has become · 
such an ordinary, and some say 
necessary, addition to the lives of 
most black Americans. 
So why the fury over the color 
lenses? Sam Sullivan. a junior from 
Alabama who has natural blue eyes 
said he doesn't have a problem with 
people asking id his·eyes are real; 
but thinks colored contact Jens are . 
• 
Cheer I 
' 
Continued from page 1 
they could be a 
placed so they would receive constant 
funding,''said Lightfoot. 
Another cpncern for the Howard 
Cheerleaders .is housing. Citing the 
danger of returning to off-campus 
ho-Using upon late-night return after 
road trips when the shuttle is not run-
ning, Squires1said that for three )tears 
she h<}s been requesting on-campus 
team housing, but has been denied. 
Dean William V. ' Keene of 
Residents Life said that he has 
discussed the issue with Mitchell and 
Sq ti ires and,'' is willing to consider 
. such a propasal." He has promised 
the cheerleade.rs ''full consideration 
and a policy review." 
While the cheerleader organization 
is classified under the Department of 
Student Activities, its most obvious 
service is to the sports for which they 
cheer. 
Coach William Moultrie, director 
of athletics, realizes the support that 
the cheer!Ca:ders give to his prb-
• gram. "ThCy are essential. They're a 
very viable part of the athletic depart-
ment.'( · 
According to Moultrie, blCAA 
Blacks in Amt!rcia aren't weak 
because some of us choose to wear 
color contacts and some of us 
dor. 't, or 'because of any of our 
ottier many differences. 
We are unlike any other ethnic 
group. It is our abundance of varie-
t}' that makes us different and 
dynamic. 
We are kept collectively castrated 
in this country because \Ve have 
repeatedly acted by the simple rules 
. of simple people whose aim has 
been to keep us simply stupid. 
Tina Travers 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
C & P Telephone Co., in a joint 
vent ure with the University, has in-
stalled security buttons on 85 of its 
campus pay telephones. 
The yellow buttons, on the upper 
left hand corner of the phones, pro-
vide a direct line to the Office of 
Security's dispatcher at 2240 Florida 
' . Ave. N.W. 
The pressing of the button direct.-
ly dial ~ the dispatcher, w)io is on du~ 
ty 24 hours a day. 
P"cho_!l_o by Vincent v&lenllne 
- - . 
Cheerleaders Elizobeth Smith, Lenore Verra and Phylicia Jones send waves 
of spirit as they prepare for upcoming Bison contests. 
rules prevent the cheerleaders from do, ''said Moultrie. ''How do they get 
being technically under his jurisdic- to Georgetown when they want to?'.' 
tion . He acknowledges their needs ''It would be helpful if more peo-
but holds that cheering is something pie appreciated the work of a 
that is done •'voluntarily." cheerleader, "said Lightf oat. •'It is a 
''They are just like a walk-on vital role, boosting school spirit,par-
athlete. It is not an entitlement situa- ticularly at away games, the 
. . . 
tion ... They the (cheerleaders) find 
ways to do what they want to 
cheerleaders are the only group out-
side of alumni who are there for the 
team.'' 
• 
,,. :"Wahda Gibson, director of the Of-
ft.c.e of· Telecommunications Services, 
said the buttons should only be used · 
in case of emergency. 
Many of the calls, security has 
received this year have not been 
emergency incidents, said Col Lloyd 
Lacy assistant director of security. 
''We receive between 80 and 150 
calls in an eight hour period which 
le~~s .security to ~top ~l}sy.oer~11g 1 '1' h~ 
said. . . , 
' ''''·•' ·'> ,,,r -
Despi te the abuse, Lacy said his of-
fice has not yet stopped answering 
any calls. 
A lack of publicity about the new 
service fnay have prompted some to 
push t~e button out of curiosity, Gib-
son said. Most of the phones are 
located in campus residence halls and 
select outdoor locations. 
The service is being tested at • 
Howard on a one-yea~ trial basis .. T.he 
success of tQe service is mecis1,Jrl!d. by 
• 
the ratio of total calls to actual 
emergency c.alls. 
Its success here will help C&P 
determine whetQer to offer ihe pro-
gram to other universities. 
C/ass-ify your ads 
636-6866. 
\ 
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Cheerleaders and mascot win trophie~ at camp 
{ 
• I 
I 
WUST RADIO MUSIC HALL 
By Lori D. Buckner 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
. -The Howard University 
Cheerleaders and the Bison mascot 
were winners· at the Universal · 
Cheerleaders Association Summer 
Camp held a~ Rutgers University in 
Piscataway, N.J., Aug. 17-21 . 
In the all girls division, the 
14-member squad won first place in 
cheering, second place in sideline 
chants and fou'rth place for their fight 
song with dance. The1trophies are on 
display in the .¥rnour .J . Blackburn 
University Center. 
The cheerleaders werC instructed 
on cheers daily from 7 a.m. to 6_p.m. 
The remainder of the day, often un-
til midnight, was spent in practice. 
An evaluation was held cfach day 
on material that had been ~aught on-
ly 24 hours before. Despite such a 
schedule the Howard squad was 
awarded' the ''spirit stick'' for hav-
ing the most ~·get· l..1:p and go'' a~ all 
times, said co1.capta1n, Lynn Squires, 
a three-year veteran of t~e squad. 
The competition consisted of 18 
other t·emale teams from colleges 
around the country, inCluding 
Syracuse University, Boston College, 
Ohio State, and nei8,hboring 
Georget:own and Maryland 
Universities. 
Howard's mascot, the Bison, earn-
ed the ''Best Developed an'd Outgo-
ing Character'' award. The effective 
display of feelings and emotions was 
the criteria for this category. ''You 
knew he was Big Blue,'' said Squires. 
The students identitiy who plays 
Big Blue is kept a secret by the squad. 
However, this student has been the 
mascot for · the past three years. 
The cheerleading coach is Janet 
Mitchell, a former Howard student. 
~ .... Iitchell cheered at Howard for four 
years and is currently in her second 
year of coaching. 
This year's squad captain is senior 
Kim Rodgers. 
''Overall I was real happy and 
pleased with the award we won,'. said 
the fourth year cheerleader from 
Chicago. ''It ma-de uS feel that we can 
be as goo~ as an}' white collegiate 
squad. ih1s squad has a positive at-
titude to cheering,'' she said . 
. , 
According to Squires, who was 
named HUACA ''Cheerleader of the 
Year 1986-87'', the squad is adding 
a ''new dimension'' to its style, aim-
·ing for a ''more collegiate'' look this 
year. 
In past years the cheerleaders func-
tion was one of being ''more enter-
taining'' than of interacting with the 
audience Mitchell said. 
Mitchell is looking forwar.d to for-
' ming a new ''link'' between the squad 
and the crowd. The new dimension · 
to which Squires refers to is the usC 
of sharper angles and more definite 
movements than what has been used 
traditionally. 
The addition of male cheerleaders 
on the squad is also ~ew this year. 
Four freshman, Kenneth Crumpton, 
Gregory Moore, LeThaniel Pugh and 
Timothy Robinson tried out and were 
selected at the beginning of the school 
year. 
For the last three weeks they have 
been learning routines, cheers and 
chants since they were not able to at-
tend camp. · 
The four men are expected to cheer 
during tomorrow's football game .. 
• 
815 Vst NW acros·s from HU Hospital 
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Campus briefs 
Resident survives 
campus accident .. 
There was a hit and run car ac-
cident on the corner of 4th and 
College Streets N.W. last Tuesday. 
No one was injured in the 
accident. 
D.C resident Ester Hunter, who 
was driving the hit vehicle, said 
that the driver \vas travelling 
southeast towards Bryant Street 
when he sped up and made a U-
turn., She said that she slowed 
down, anticipating his move and 
then realized that he was going 1·0 
hit her head on. 
'' He aimed right for me,"she 
said, ''he hit me, batked up, laugh-
~1f. ~."~ :~:~r. ~~~~r~~~~n~h~r~~~ 
glad that she was \vearing her 
seatbelt. 
' 
• 
• 
" 
--' 
After hitting Hunter the driver 
hit a tree,' backed up again and 
drove off. "The guy acted like he 
was in a big hurry 10 go 
some\vhere," said onlooker James 
Johnson, a D.C waler company 
employee. ~ 
_ ..... _....... . . c_-:: ~--=~~ 
· Pho10 by Keilh Leadbeller 
The wreackage of a hit and run incident on the corner of 4th and College Sts .• . H.W. 
Accordi@ to Officer Wayne 
\Vashington of the Third District 
Police Departmen1, 1he assailant 
was driving a '78 Ford with 
Maryland license plate number ... 
JXC-130. 
Hunter's car, a beige Mer-
cury ,Cougar, received seyere 
damages to the front headlights 
and bumper. 
Sophomore class 
schedules ball 
The sophomore class of the 
Liberal Arts Student Council api 
proved plans for a Halloween 
1nasquerade ball Oct. 30, during 
its general meeting Tl1esday. 
The ball is to be held at the 
Clubhouse, 1296 Upshur St. N.W. 
Clubhouse O\vner Rain&y Cheeks 
is allowing the free use of the 
facilities, and the sophomore class 
only incurs promotional expenses, -
sii.id class pre'sident Daniel 
Goodwin. 
''This is a first for the 
sophon1ore class," Goodwin said. 
''Everybody thought it \Vas a great 
idea. (No\v that plans are approv-
ed) I'm very excited." 
More informatio(I on the event 
'''ill avai lable later fron1 LASC. 
• 
, 
Suspects arrested 
in stabbing case 
T\vo District residents were ar-
rested in connection with the 
August 28th stabbings of two 
Howard footbal l playe1rs. 
According to District police, 
Clarence Gunner, 40, and William 
Wilson, 35, both of \V St. N.W., 
\vere arrested on warrants charg-
ing them with assault with intent 
to kill. 
The duo \vere allegedly involv-
ed i11 an incident outside of Cooke' 
Hall in \vhich Howard students 
Derrick Tisdale, an 18-year-old 
freshman, and Bailey Daniels, a 
20-year-old sophomore, were 
injured . 
Both students \\'ere taken to the 
Washington Hospital Center--
Tisdale with a stab wound in the 
chest, a11d Daniels with a \vound 
in the stomach. [ 
Gunner was arres ed early 
Wednesday, and WiiSon, early 
Thursday. ] 
Dist rict police would provide no 
i11formation about the motive 
behiod the attack. • • 
Professor wins 
Guggenheim . 
Ed,vard A. Love, a former pro-
, 
fessor of art at Howard Universi-
ty, has been named a 1987 Gug-
genheim Fellow in visual arts and 
granted a fellowship award. 
Two hundred and forty-three 
artists, scholars, and scientists 
from among 3,421 applicants are 
granted fellowships totaling'. 
$6,336,000. 
''The Guggenheim Fell,owship is 
the most orestigious award a per-
. son in ViSual Arts can receive in 
the l)nited Stat~s,''said Love. 
The new Guggenheim fellows, 
according to the foundaiion, 
''were appointed on the basis of 
unusually distinguished achieve-
ment in the past and exceptional 
promise for future accomplish-
ment.'' 
Love has had many one person 
and group exhibitions at locations 
such as the Corcoran Gallery, the 
Maryland lns<itute, the Baltimore 
Lyric Opera · House, and the 
University of Maryland. He has 
also been se lected for the 
Sculpture exhibitions at 
Washington Square for the last 
l\VO years. 
Love is now the founding dean 
of visual Arts at the New World 
School Of Art in Miami, Florida. 
, 
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Douglass Hall Room B-20 
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Photo b)' Rober1 Frelow 
Band members strut fo'Y'Ord during 
Georgia Ave. Day parc{de. · 
Marching ba~d 
. performs for NFL 
The Howard University Mar-
ching Bison Band bas been busy 
with NFL performances in addi-
tion to theii: regular conference 
~~mes schedule this: y~r. To date, · 
The Hill~op/Friday. September 25, 1987 
. 
the Marching Bison have perform-
ed at the Buffalo Bills game in 
Buffalo.New York and the New 
York Jets game in the 
Meadowlands in ~ew Jersey._ 
According to John Newson, 
associate director of bands, the 
, . . -
process of acquiring~~ NFL per-
formance includes wr1t1ng a letter 
requesting a halftime perfor-
mance, sending a video of the 
band, and then waiting for a 
response. 
The process ''can take anywhere_ 
from three to eight months.''said 
Richard F. Lee, director of bands 
at Howard. Lee knew around Ju-
ly that the band would be doing 
NFL performances, but the Jets 
did not confirm the performance 
until a week before the show he 
said. ' 
Adolph Wright, assistant direc-
tor of bands and a graduate of 
Howard University, has par-
ticipated in 15 lo 20 professional 
games in his career. He com-
mented that NFL games are'' pro-
fessional all the w:iy.'' 
According to Lee the band has 
other responsibilities besides its 
regular schedule and NFL perfor-
mances. They include enhancing 
school spirit and ''acting as a 
goodwill ambassador for the 
url.iversity locally, nationally, and 
hopefully internationally. ''he said. 
Drama Dept. puts 
ori 'Livin' FAT' 
The College 'of' Fine Arts, 
Department of Drama presenta-
. tion ''Livin' FAT'' opens Oct. I 
at the Ira Aldridge Theatre (next 
to Cramton· Auditorium) at 7:30 
p.m. 
,The play, written by Ann 
Mason, is a comedy about a o.oor 
Southern family <ind the h3.V-oc 
created when they suddenly 
''come into a lot of money.'' 
Tickets .. are $3.oo" for students 
and school groups and 7 .00 
general admission. For mor.e in-
formation and group discounts 
call 636-7050. 
Parking 
Continued from page 1 1 
space regardless of .how many 
students sign the petition, Faison 
said. 
''1'h~ i citY, is trying_ to discourage 
the students from bringing cars into 
the District,'' she said. 1 
Adam .Scott, organizer of the peti- · 
tion, said he was told Meridian 
residents could in fact obtain park-
ing stickers through petitioning. 
''They told me that I would need 
at least 51 percent of ihe residents' 
signature in order tO be grante.d the' 
space," Scott said, 
The petition, Scott said, was simp-
ly a technicality, that would add the 
dorm's address to thC parking 
bureau's master list. 
i The list presently includes four 
Howard dormitOries: Carver Hall, 
Drew Hall, Park Square Hall and 
Slowe Hall. 
CAN 
IT'S SIMPLY 
NOT WHAT· 
IT USED " 
TOBE~ 
~ 
Over the last 40 
years, research pro-
grams supported by 
the American Cancer 
Society have made 
• • • 1ncreas1ng progress 1n 
the treatment, detec-
tion and•prevention 
of cancer, 
We are winning. 
But we need.you to 
help keep it that way, 
• 
• • 
AMERICAN 
CANCER 
..soae1r· 
Help u·s keep winning. 
• 
• 
• 
. , 
• 
• 
' 
0 
• • 
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When my friends and I graduated 
from high school, we all took part-time 
jobs to pay for college. . 
They ended up in car w£;tshes and . 
hamburger joints, putting in long hours 
for little pay; . , 
. Not m~. My job takes just one 
. . weekend a month and two weeks a year. 
· Yet, I'm ea1·ning $18,000 for college. 
; Because I joined my local Army 
National Guard. 
· They're the people who help our 
state during emergencies like hu1·1·i-
canes and floods. They're also an 
. imporj:ant part of our country's military 
1 
·defense. I • 
• 
• 
' 
' 
• 
• 
0 
' ' 
•• 
• 
As soon as I finished Advanced . 
Training, the Guard gave me ·a rash 
bonus of-$2,000. Then, under the New 
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for 
· tuition and books. 
0 
. Not to mention my monthl_y Alil11y 
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to · 
more than $11,000 over the six years 
·I'm in the Guard. 
0 
' . 
• 
And if I take out a college loan, the · · 
Guard will help me pay it back up to 
$1;500 a year, plus ,interest. · 
- It all adds up to $18,000 . or more 
-for college for just a little of my time. 
And that's a heck of a better deal than 
any car wash will give you. . ' 
. ·THE GYARD CAN;~HELP PUT .. ; 
J YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO. 
( 
• 
) . 
' 
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER 
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE , . 
800-638-7600;= OR MAJL THIS 
COUPON. I . 
• 
*In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands 
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794-. In Alaska, consult yourlocal · 
phone directory. . \' 
c· 1985 United States Govemn1ent as represented by the Secretary of Defense. 
A,Jl rights reserved. · , 
r------~----~-~------, I MAIL TO: Anny National Guard, P.O. B~* 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015 I 
. . ~ . 
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Festival livens ,avenue 
Business thoroughfare celebrates past prosperi(y, plans future 
By Belh Casey 
Hilltop Staff Repor1er 
The fifth annual Georgia Avenue 
Day celebra1ion kept with its theme, 
''Georgia A\1enue - It 's on the 
Move," last \Veekend, by offering 
several outlets of entertainment, 
along wi1h booths that provided a 
variety of services ranging from first 
aid to food consumption . 
The atn1Q.sphere \vas clearly a . 
vib rant one as people packed the 
st reet s to partake of the many 
.festivities at hand . 
A parade started off the day begin-
ning at the i11tersection of Eastern 
and Georgia Avenues and proceeded 
to 9th a11d Barry Rlace. · 
Among th~ n1any participants in 
the parade \vere Jeffrey Osborne, the 
Grand Marshall, bands, al1to clubs 
and sev.:!ral business O\vners along the 
avenue. 
· · Counci lwoman Charlene Drew-
farvis (\Vard 4) said that the parade 
was the large,st ever, but she added 
tha1 there \VOuld Qave been an even 
grea1er lurnout had the parade not 
started so early. 
Georgia Ave nue Day \vas created 
by individuals concerned with the 
need for inner ~i(y improvement. 
Citizens \vanted the D.C. gOvernmerlt 
to realize that it was not only impor-
tant to improve ' the downtown 
bus i n·ess \..en vi roll/flen t, but the 
' neighborhood busiflesses as well. 
Since its beginnin'g, the celebration 
has sparked many positive outcomes, 
the most important of these being the . 
lifting of people'S spirits. Coun-
cilman Frank Smith of Ward I stated 
that it is important io ignite the com-
munity's interest if progress is to be 
made. ! 
Smith cited othrir improvements 
that have occurred ~s a result of the 
cylebration such as an ease in the pro· 
0 cess for businesses to acquire facade 
' or renovation loans: 
The announcemetit at the celebra-
tion of a $3 million Plan to renovate 
the Colony Theater !,vas a big spirit 
booster for concer~ed citizens sup-
porting Georgia Avenue. T·his is the 
second largest renovation project on 
Georgia Ave. si nce the restoration of 
the Ho\vard Inn during the late 
1970's. ' 
The Colony Theater \vas at one 
time a neighborhood movie house, 
and ii housed the D.C. Black Reper-
tory Theater until the 1970's, when 
it was abandoned. Renovation is set 
to begin next summer, and tlte total 
estimated time of complciion is ap-
proxi:mately nine 1nonths to a year. 
Promoters of .the project hope to 
get the point across that if something 
like this can be done to a theater then 
other Projects of this magnitude are 
possible on the avenue also. 
. Ajtho~gh 1here \Vas a great celebra-
t10~ taking place outside, it was 
.business as usual inside the Pyramid 
Bookstore, 2849 Georgia Ave., N.W. 
!he O\Vner, Hodari Abdul-Ali, who 
1s a Howard University alumnus has 
been in business on the avenue ;ince 
December of 198 I. 
He said that .he has noticed a large 
number of Asian-owned businesses 
opening since his business has been 
th~re. He. added that he was disap-
po1r_ited with the-fact.that more black 
~us1gess~s werer.!.~~. being opened . 
Offering a,dvice to black college 
students, Abdul-Ali said, ''Think in 
terms of creating jobs, not just look-
ing for a job, because the future of 
our ra~e dcp~nds on the younger 
generation being able to build a 
-strong economic foundation.'' 
Supporters · Or the celebration en-
courage this idea by promoting the 
upkeep and restoration of many 
valued inner city businesses. 
The past five years have proved to 
be progressive ones for Georgia 
Avenue, and the many improvement 
plans, including the Colony Theater 
have brought greater hopes fof many'. 
• 
ere. 
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Bot t -Ie-s 
spark 
debate 
• 
By Sharolyn Rosier 
Hilltop Slaff Reporter ~ 
The opponents of an issue that has 
sparked much attention, Initiative 28, 
are engaging in the fiital round of 
debate before the vote on the bill . 
The Initiative, popularly known as 
the bottle bill, would impose a five 
cent deposit on all containers of car- · 
bonated drinks, which ' include beer -
and soft drinks. The deposit would 
be redeem1able from stores and 
authorized centers. 
Over the last 20 years, the beverage 
industry has shifted away from retur-
- nable containers to using ones that 
can be thrown away. The D.C. 
-Department of Public Works 
estimates a consumption rate of near-
ly I million beverage containers on a 
daily basis. • 
Presently, nine states, including 
New York, Massachusetts and Maine 
have passed bottle !;>ills. When given 
• a chance to repeal their bill by 
referendum, Maine residents voted to 
t: keep the law by a 68 percent margin. 
• 
AP member considers presidency 
A study appearing in the October 
1986 issue of the American Journal of 
Public Health found that the 
Massachusetts bottle bill redUced the 
number of glass injuries to children 
by 60 percent duripg only the first 
year following the enactment of the ~ 
law . 
Dr. Lenoro Fuloni 
• 
·. 
By Korva Coleman 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
If t11e United States is not :ready for 
its first black male presiden-t, how are 
citizens going to react to the possibili-
ty of a blac k female presidential 
ca11didate? 
Neither the Democratic par1y nor 
the Republican party is standing for 
issues that millions of American peo-
ple really care about~ stated Dr. 
Lenora Fular1i, a possible indepen-
dent candidate for the 1988 American 
presidential nomination. 
Fulani, speaking at the opening of 
tt-"1e New Alliance Party's (NAP) of-
fices in North East Washington, met 
\Vith Supporters of her committee for 
Fair Elections and talked about her 
presidential aspirations. 
Fulani, national spokes,voman for 
the National Alliance Party, (NAP) 
stressed that the tiroup is ''pas-
sionately'' supporting the candidacy 
of Rev . Jesse Jackson for the 
democratic nomination for 1he 
presidency. 
If Jackson does not receive the 
nom_ination, Fulani \viii be running as 
an independent candidate on the 
ballot in all 50 states and the District 
of Columbia. 
Fulani wants to provide American 
voters with an alternative choice at 
';the ballot box, should Jackson not be 
Black surgeon aids in twin separation 
·Detroit native's humble beginnings led to academic, medical success 
By Trace)' A. H)'mes 
Hi\ltOJJ Staff Reporter 
Using a knife 10 cut son1eone can 
be a nightmare for many people, but 
for Dr . Be11 C~rson this is a dream 
come 1rue. 
Carson, the director of pediatric 
neurosurger y at John Hopkins 
Hospita1 in Baltimore, '''as one of the 
pri11ciple surgeons involved in the 
22-hour 01Jera1ion rhat resulted in the 
separatio11 of Patrick and Bejamin 
Binder, scve11-n1onth~old twins whb 
were joined at rhe head. He was one 
of three blacks on the surgical team 
of nlore· tl1an 70 physicians. 
Born in Detroit ,. Michigan, Car-
son , 36, is a \vcl!-cducaced, top·class 
neurosurgeon, but he has not always 
been at tl1e top of his class. 
When Carson \vas eight; his 
mother di\10rced. Having only a 
third-grade c<lucation, she had to 
work hard 10 raise Carson and his 
brother Curtis , \\hiie trying to make 
ends 1nect. But , she instilled in her 
childrc11 the in1portance of a good 
educa1ion. 
''I \vas a belO\v-average st udent un-
. ti! I entered the fifth grade," he said. 
''My mom nlade me read t\VO books 
I 
I 
' 
Nation • ID brief 
U.S. forces find Iranian mines 
' 
After sea rChing the waters of 
the Persian Gulf, U.S. Navy ships 
and helicoplers reportedly spotted 
three mines laid by an Iranian 
naval \•cssel tha1 was ,attacked by 
U.S. forces Monday night. 
In Washington, U.S. o·fficials 
\varncd American consulates and . 
embassies around the world of 
possi ble lra11ian-instigated ter-
rorist retalia1ioh in response to the 
assault. 
As a result of the attack, three 
Iranian crewman wei.;e killed and 
26 taken into U.S. Navy custody. 
T~e Iranians n.cd their burning 
ship, the Ira11 AJr, when it was hit 
-by rockets a11d 1nachi11e-gun fire 
by special , operations Army 
helicopters equipped with night vi-
• • I • 
s1on equ1ptment. J -, 
U.S. official are now in the pro-
cess of determining how to send 
the hostages back to Iran. They 
are considering asking the Geneva-
based International Committee of 
the Red Cross, or a repreSentatiVe 
of the Saudi Ri:-d Crescent, to 
I 
' 
a \Veek, and by the time I wets i11 the 
seventh grade, I \vas first in my 
class.'' 
• As a child, Carson said that he 
aJ,vays had an interes[ in the medical 
profess ion, but nol necessa rily the 
field of ~medi ci ne that he no\v 
. . 
occupies. 
''l have not always wanted to be 
a neurosurgeon," he explained. 
''While going to church, I heard a lot 
about missionary doctors going to 
foreign lands to help people.'' 
Carson maintained this interest un-
til he was 13, but like most youths he 
developed yet another fascination. 
He began reading information regar-
ding the field of psychology, and con-
tinued to have an attraction toward 
this subject throughout his high 
school years. 
He earned an ~cademic scholarship 
to Yale University in 1969. After 
graduatin~ with a degree in 
psychology, he attended medical 
school at the University of Michigan. 
After completing one year there he 
_decided to study neurosurgery 
because - as he so modestly stated, 
''I'm good with my hands." 
In 1977 , he graduated from 
medical school and later completed 
' 
travel to supe rvise the handover, 
sources said. 
U.S. Secretary of Defense 
Caspar W. Weinberger said in a 
television interview yesterday that 
American forces have found three 
mines and expect to find three 
more planted by the crew of the 
Iran Ajr. He added that the ''Ira-
nian cre.w have been somewhat 
helpful 1n telling us where they 
are.'' 
California fires still burn 
Thousands of acres of 
woodfands in California still burn 
out of control - and the threat of 
more blazes is growing. 
The fires, which have raged 
since August 31, are wearing out 
crews. Firefighters are struggling 
with steep terrain and heavy 
smoke, which make '.'a weeks 
-work seem like a month," accor-
ding to one member of the ere\\'. 
Most major fires in the west are 
close to being contained, but a few 
rage out of control. AcrosS- thC 
area, about 10,000 firefighters and 
,I 
:in internship at John Hopkins. He 
\vent on· to exe rcise his neurological 
skills in \Ves1ern Australia before 
returning to John Hopkins as a 
member of its staff, where he has 
been \vorkihg since 1984. 
Carson has been the director of 
pediatric neurosurgery for l\VO years, 
and it \v-as through that position that 
he \vas asked to be a member of the 
surgical team that would operate on 
the Siamese Binder twins. 
''Mark Rogers, chairman of the 
anesthesiology ' department. at John 
Hopkins, called me, and we deter-
mined What needed to be done (in 
term~ of forming the surgical team)," 
he explained. ''There were two 
neurological teams, two ca r-
diovascular teams, two sets of plastic 
surgeons, facial surgeons, and about 
20 support staff technicians," he 
added. 
The operation lasted more than 20 
hours, and the twins are reportedly 
recovering at John Hopkins. 
Carson obviously enjoys helping 
others, but who has helped him pro-
gress in thi s profession? 
'' I most admire Dr. Donlin Long, 
chai rman of the department of 
neurosurgery,'' Carson said. ''He is 
Continued on page 11 
support people are still working, 
down from a high of 22,5000; said 
Arnold Hartigan of the Boise In-
teragency Fire Center in Idaho. 
The danger of more fires is 
high. In most of the West, air is 
extremely dry and temperatures 
are 10 degrees above normal. 
More fire-starting lightening is 
feared in California and southern 
Oreg·on. 
AIDS victims return to school 
The three Ray brothers whose 
exposure to aquired immune defi-
ciency syndrome made them out-
casts in- Arcadia, Fla., enrolled in 
a new school without incident and 
with· a hesitant welcome from 
schoolmates and parents. 
Officials reported that 120 of 
615 pupils were absent and that as · 
many as 12 pupils we 're 
withdrawn. The usual absentee 
rate is about three percent. 
Ricky Ray, 10, found welcome 
cards on his desk, his father said. 
''Everything was positive,'' 
Louise, the boys' mother, added. 
• 
sL1ccessful in his bid. She cites the 
basic lack of difference between the 
t\vO national parties as her reason. 
forefront of the fight to "'get college!-' 
across the qountry to divest their in-
terests in South Africa. It is a big 
1novement!'' 
· The Bottle Bill Initiative Campaigµ 
(BBIC) is the principle supporter of 
'' I can't equate the Democrats and 
the Republicans aS two separate par-
ties. We've been brainwashed into 
thinking thar." We should have as 
many parties as necessary!'' Fulani 
declared. 
. The National Alliance Part:Y. -a ma-· 
JOf part of the Fulani candidacy, is 
canvassing the country to · raise 
grassroots support and money. 
For1y-five thousand signatures are 
needed to pu1 Fulani on the ballot. 
She is expected to reach that goal by 
Dec. 1, 1987, and also to qualify for 
federal matching funds. 
the bill. The group is joined by over 
90 community and civic organiza-
tions, including the D.C. Congress of 
Parent.s and Teachers and the 
'' I \vant to challenge all student s, ~ 
but black students and black cam-
puses espec·ially. I want to challenge 
black students to key into their Com-
munity, to remember that they are a 
part of it," she said. 
Called the ''leading black political 
woman in America today,'' by New . 
York Woman magazine, Fulani 
stresses her commitment to all op-
presse_fi~ lfeoples_J.p. the United States . 
Association of Community 
Organizations for Reform Now 
(ACORN). 
They are opposed by the Clean 
Capital City Committee, a coalition 
of retailers, bottlers, glass and can in-
dust.r.Y members. Also incIUded 
among this group are several beer and 
soft drink manufacturers. 
''! disagree that 'buppies' don't 
care about what's happening," said 
Fulani. ''Black stud~nts were in the 
CollCctively, the opposing sides 
' 
Coritlquad on page 1 1 
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Lesson # 1: 
Career Growth 
Kraft is known around the world fa .· 
·mance. We're also kno\vn b r quality and perfor-
company offering diverse o y ou_r_ o~~ people as a dynamic 
c.ompany where YQu are ask~~ortun1nes and challenges. A 
risks, and where your i·d kto think creatively and rake 
h easma eadiff. K 
t e tools.~nd resources to help erfnce. raft provides 
careers. We offer expanded o our e~~ oyees grow in their 
cross-functional a d pportun1t1es by encouraging 
h n cross-group· . . r e corporatio moves w1rh1n . n. 
If you are seeking a rad 
degree in Business ~d u?t~ or undergraduate 
and Sciences, Humanm~1sltration, Liberal Arts 
we invite you to I i o ogy or Engineerillg 
earn more b h • 
. would want to wor,k for Kraf~. out w Y ypu 
TAKE THE COMPLETE COURSE. 
October B 
October g.9 
Kraft Information Exch 
The Howard Inn ang~ 
J nterviewing Schedules 
The Howard Inn . 
(See your Depa · 
these schedulesJment Head for 
Graduate into a rewarding career with Kraft. 
• ® • ,, 
Kraft, Inc., One Kraft Courr, Glenview, 11 60025 
' An Opportunity Employer © 1987 Knh, Inc.• 
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elp 'Self- elp' 
• 
The Howard University Student Association 
put forth a referendum Wednesday to add yet 
another loan program for students. The pro-
gram, entitled "Self-Help," was approved by 
· 98 percent of the 815 students who knew that 
, something was to be voted upon. 
I Since approved, the_referendum will now be 
.. presented to the Board of Trust<jl!S in January, 
and if approved then, will go into effect begin-
ning Fall 1988,. ·. · . 
All of that' is fine.since HUSA- is· now show-
' ing Some' interest· in the bocjy that. it was elec;ed . 
to serve, but there r'emains one problem. 
Questions are still unanswered about the pro-
gram, including why students were not better 
informed about the referendum. 
Df we were expected td vote on an issue, we 
very well need to know what the issue is. 
Craig Bedford, HUSA vice president, ex-
plained technicalities in the organization's con-
stitution that prohibited the referendum from 
~ __ being brought forth anytime after one week 
, following the General Assembly meeting in 
which it \was approved for votiqg. That, he 
argued, Was one reason advertisement about the 
~ _referend~m came out so late. 
Wel' Craig, there is one thing that we have 
·- enoug/1 of on this campus--and that's apathy! 
• A count of 815 students does not stand as a 
fair representation of a student' body which 
' . ~ 
Recently Assistant Secretary of State Alan L. 
numbers around 12,000-- and apathy is no ex-
cuse for the poor turnout this time! 
Come on HUSA, let's get our act together 
and make sure that the entire student 
populatiOl\;-or least a substantial number of 
such--have some knowledge of what's going on 
when it comes to an increase in the amount of 
money that is going to be required of us to put 
into this University. .' · 
True, five dollars may not' be much ·to you. 
But we don't know how many people cotild not 
,register 1his-semester' because of other Uriiver--
sity funding increases, now you, our elected stu-
dent officials, are asking for ~ore. 
The program seems to be a duplication of the 
currently-offered Emergency Student Loans. 
And just becaus~ the Self-Help Program allows 
any registered student to borrow money, does 
not necessarily mean too many more students--
who would not for one reason or another 
qualify for an emergency loan--are going to be 
served by your newly-initiated program. 
Before sending your proposal and the elec-
tion 'results to the Boar\! of Trustees, let the stu-
dent body know exactly what this program en-
tails and how we might benefit from it. If 
calculations are correct, there are about 11, 185 
Howard students who don't know what in the 
world the Self-Help program is. 
• 
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Keyes resigned from his position at the State 
Department over what he termed ''demeaning 
ahd racist" treatment by Deputy Secretary of 
State John C. Whitehead. Keyes, who was in 
charge of U.S. policy tow<1rd interrational 
organizations, submitted his resignation after a 
dispute with Whitehead·over U.S. funding of 
United Nations organiztions. 
From day one, the Reagan administration has 
not offered many opportunities to blacks and 
the gains usually seen in our race are made by 
individuals who usually ascribe to conservatism 
arid are of the upper class. When wide-spread 
upliftment occurs throughout the socioeconom-
cal classes of our race occur, then the Reagan 
Adminstr;:\tion.!ian.reJOeiv~ praise for eJ<tending 
a hand to our people. 
L·etters to the editor 
• 
' 
Dear Editor. 
• • 
' 
-t Ironically, what we fail t~o reJ!J,i.ze, ( th~t a conservative-leaning Supreme 
is that the Reagan~1ect', Conservative Cou,r,t, which nominee RobCrt -&rk ,' 
powers-tq-be are infringing upon ,would help stabi.lize if approved in 
many pf the gains that we have made ,the ongoing Sen3.te hearings, could 
as a race during the past two genera- make times even tougher for us. 
tions - gains which have allowed us Our ori.Iy hoPe is acifori. But action 
to finally begin to taste OUf rightful is impossible without awarenCss. And 
piece of the American. pie. the apathy movement prevents us 
Keyes has been a very strong ally of President 
Reagan's over the years, and since his nomina-
tion to the assistant secretary of state position 
'. - ' l ii;i Septem·ber, 1985, he has been a strong op-
"Negro" Reaganites ,are always denying the 
existence of racism in society today, evidence 
. -of a painful sell out or blatant lack of 
consciousness. 
• 
While having lunch in that bastiorlJof 
fine cuisine (and even finer conver-
sation) that we Howardites know as 
the Punchout, I was privy to a very 
interesting exchange between three 
students. 
Particularly vulnerable are the stu- from gaining that awareness. Let's at -
dent financial aid and affirmative ac- least know what's happening and 
p.onent of sanctions against South Africa'. He 
$aid on one occasion that economic sancfions 
have not had and will not have an effect on the 
South African government and such sanctions 
will "undercut r~ther than strengthen U.S. in-
fluence with Pretoria." 
Needless to say, Whitehead denied any "de-
meaning or racist" treatment. But such denial 
is common place among members of a bigoted 
administration that will smile in a black man's 
face while at the same time destroy his race. It 
seems as if Alan Keyes, and other blacks who 
share his ultra-conservative thinking, have to 
find out the hard way what most of us already 
know: that blackness is I;iell in a white ma.n's 
world. 
Student No. 1, upon seeing a large 
black and red button on the shirt of 
student No. 2, asked ''What does 
that say?'' Both students were up-
perclassmen males. 
tion programs. Without these, many how it affects us. ' ·--; 
' ' . -
of us would lose the monetary So, to answer the young lady's 
''It says 'Block Bork,' '' student 
No. 2 answered. At this point, stu-
dent No. 3, easily recognized as a 
freshmen women, asked, ''What's 
Bork?'' , 
lifeblood that sustains us here at question: ''What's Bork?'' I say-it's 
Howard, and then later be suscepti- the latest in an endles.s procession of 
ble to unchecked discrimination in reasons to quell the apathy movement -
the job m_arket.J!:y livi!!& ~ middle- here at Howard. · 
Cfass lifeStyle with no degree and no , 
Funny how an individual can be so opposed 
to economic sanctions against a government that 
has long stood fqr racism and -oppression, yet 
cry ''racism'' when he is ignored in a vital 
\ This event, seenlingl"y .tfivlaf in. isolation, is much more significant 
when one considers it as a symptom 
of a trend that has developed into a 
full-fledged movement on the 
Howard campus during the past three 
job. · 4 Stanley Veriett . 
. - Even ffiore ominous is the thought School of Communications 
William RasQberry~ I 
I 
Irreconciable ideas on abortion 
years. I am speaking of the apathy 
movement. 
Unlike other movements, this one 
is characterized by its lack qf activi-
ty by its participants. At its worst, it 
is characterized, as in the Punchout 
scene, b'' a lack of even the slightest 
inkling -of knowledge concerning 
critical issues. I know, because I 
have, on occasion, been a participant 
in the movement myself. 
; 
The trouble with the abortion 
debate is that it pits two irreconcilable 
ideas against each other. Abortion is 
either the killing of children, or it 
isn't. Since no compromise is possi-
ble, each side presses for total' 
victory. " 
But suppo'!'ie that inst·ead .of begin-
ning with th'e irreconcilable, we could 
start with broad consensus. Wouldn't 
that civilize the debate and enhance 
tlie prospec~or political cease-fire? 
Cary Bauer, President Reagan's 
1 , assistant fOr_ policy develoj)ment, is 
convinced that it would. He thinks, 
moreover, that there may be an in-
tellectual basis for doing it. 
Put the issue in its usiial form ·-
Should it be lega! for a woman to 
chose not to take a pregnancy to 
term? - and you have a philosophical 
war. But try it this way: 
''There is widespread agreement on 
the moral undesirability of abortion. 
Everyone believes that.abortiot} is not 
a good thing ~ .. {nstead of making the 
divisive issu~ of legality the starting 
point for federal policy toward abor- · 
tion, why noi begin with the consen-
sus ori the moral undesirability of 
abortion?'' 
That, in summary, is the proposal 
. Dinesh D'Souza, a top aide to Bauer, 
1 makes in a recent inemorandum. 
The proposal raises two questions. 
First, where, in politically useful 
terms, could one expect to go ffom 
such a starting point? Second, will 
the proposal be viewed by pro-choice 
advocates as a useful compromise or 
primarily as a ploy to gain advantage 
for the anti-abortion partisans? 
Bauer himself seems ambivalent ~ 
On the one hand, he seems ge-
nuinely dismayed that the debate has 
generated into a winner-take-all war 
impending on policy questjons rang-
ing from civil rights enforcement to 
the nomination of a ~upreme Court 
justice - particularly since hardly 
anyone can bt fairly described as 
''pro-abortion '' f 
The D'Souz~ memo concedes that . 
the pro-choice has, for now, won the 
legal battle. But, it argues, ''If one 
looks at other areas of policy, one 
finds that there are a number of ac-
tivities which are legal which the 
government nevertheless acts to 
discourage because most people 
believe that they- are morally 
undesirable. Perhaps the best exam--
pie is s·moking. Smoking is legal. One 
can ev~ , talk about a right to smoke. · 
But that is by no means inconsistent 
with government efforts to 
discourage people from smoking." 
On the other hand, the proposal is 
a bit .like Iran's calling for a cease-
fire in the Persian Gulf (where con-
tinued attacks on shipping threaten 
its own interests.) while continuing to 
prosecute the land war (where Iraq is 
at the disadvantage). 
For instance, lthe memo suggests a 
number -of actions Reagan could take 
to discourage at:lortion, actions rang-
ing from education on the hazards of 
(and alternatives tO} abortion tO such 
heavy-handed tilctics as disallowing 
tax exemptions for abortion-related 
medical expenses aiid vetoing bills 
that provide funding for abortions in 
the District of Columbia. 
The document concedes that the 
attack on funding would be con-
troversial, but insists that it stands the 
test qf reason. ''Pepple have a right 
t<> drive, but the government does not 
provide them with automobiles .. . One 
may have an unrestricted right (under 
the First Amendment) to produce 
lascivious literature wi,thout being 
able to demand that taxpayers pay 
for it." ! 
As for the argum~nt that to deny 
· funding for aOortion is, for poor 
, 
women, the same as denying the right 
to abortion, the memo answers: ''It 
is wrong and perhaps even cruel to in-
duce poor women to have abortions 
and deprive them of their right to 
have children by making abortions 
cheaper and birth relatively more ex-
pensive." 
Baue[ be!Qs that the proposal 
might appeal to both sides in the 
abortion debate, in that it takes no 
position on attempts to overturn Roe 
v. Wade. 
''What we are saying is that peo-' 
pie can continue to disagree on the 
Hur.lan Life bill, the Hatch Amend-
ment - the jurisprudence. These are 
separate issues. What we are propos-
ing is that we operate from an ex-
isting social consensus, in the short 
term, to take steps to reduce the 
nu.mber of abortions. That ought to 
appeal to the pro-life people. 
The apathy movement has not 
always been as pervasive as it is on 
campus today. I can vividly 
remember former Howard Universi-
ty Student Association executives 
Manotti Jenkins and Chris Cathcart 
delivering fiery speeches on 
everything from Nicaragua to 
Howard security on the square in 
front of the Blackburn Center during 
my freshmen year. 
While I w.as in disagreement, or in 
total confusion, with some of the 
things they said, they still prompted 
me, and countless other students· I am 
sure, to at least investigate the issues 
so that we could formulate intelligent 
opinions. This went a long way 
''But'it should also appeal to those toward controlling the movement. 
- possibly the majority of Americans But HUSA 4as come to conce15 
- who say 'I'm persona1ly opposed to trate more on campus issues, and this 
it, but I think abortion should be is a move which I heartily applaud 
legal.' I because of its necessity. But at the 
''On a scale of I to IO, there is an same time, the stu.de~t P?PUlati?n 
agreement between the pro-life and seems to have lost its 1nsp,1rator, its 
the pro-choice groups from Point 1 _ social conscience. 
to Point 5. The cleavage opens after 
that. But social policy is paralyzed at -
Point 1 right now. 
''Where has it gotten us? The,abor-
tion rate has not gone down'. The 
legal issues aside, it would be real 
progress - for both sides - if we could 
convince fewer women to have abor-
tions.'' 
Now, if Bauer and D'Souza could 
persuade the administration to do 
what it can to reduce the number of 
unwanted pregnancies ... 
William Raspberry is a columnist for 
the Washington Post Writers Group. 
' 
In no way is this a bad rap against 
HUSA. The fact is that the student 
body should need no other inspirator 
other than the realization that 'if we 
don t stay aware of what's going on 
arou d us, many of the rights and 
privi ges that we now take for 
grant d will be stripped from us. 
-- . 
It ems thcii W~ have been lulled 
to sle p by the promise of the mid-
dle c ss lifestyle that many of us 
aspire to. All that seems to matter is 
the pursuit of a degree1 a spouse, a \ 
house, 2.2 kids, a dog and the all-
important two-:0-MW garage. ' 
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Motherland: 
central theme 
for dancers 
By Sonya Ramsey 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
. ~ 
''My Africa, I love my Africa," •aid 
Chuck Davis, artistic director of the 
African-American Dance Ensemble, 
as his dancers pulsated to authentic 
African rhythms. 
Davis and his company entertain-
ed and educated an audience at the 
Bance Place, 3225 8th St., NE, Sun-
day with a sample of African darice, 
music and customs. 
t'Tlirough the grace of the supreme 
being we are able to pursue our 
careers . . a·s pei"(orming ··a·rtists,. 
dedicated to the preservation of the 
black· African aesthetic within various 
cultures of the world," said Davis 
about the six-member dance troupe .. 
The dancing began \Vith Davi~ 
teaching the audience a welcome 
greeting consisting of hand clapping 
and yelling. The company proceed-
ed to sing the Eparoro, a Yoruba 
chant of welcome. The signing \vas 
followed by welcoming dances from 
Liberia, Senegal, Mali ~nd Guinea, 
giving the audience a pot pourri of 
.<\frican dance. 
"While the dancers per-
formed, a lighted Africa 
shone in the background." 
• • 
Under the musical direction of 
Khalid Saleem, the dancers com-
munica1ed through the drums and 
their movements. In colorful 
costumes, four women, Ivy Burch 
Toni Hall , Brenda Hayes and Av~ 
Mcfarland, and t\VO men, Thaddeus 
:...:-Bennett and Sherone·Price, had the 
audience emersed in their every 
movement. 
The griOt, a gourd instrument 
covered with beads and indigenous to 
northern Africa, was the star of the 
segment featuring Brian Banfield and 
Mcfarlane. The two rhythmically 
shook, rubbed and patted the griot 
, '.'""hile the audience helped by clapp-
ing to the beat. 
. While the dancers performed, a 
lighted. Africa 'sti.one in the 
• 
~. . ' 
Chucl Davis, artistic dir~ctar of the Africa~.-Americ~n Da~ce Ense~bl~. 
background. In the performance of His involvement with African 
Boka N'Deye II , a Wolof phrase dance goes far beyond hi s immediate 
meaning ''from the same mother," pe f · d h. 
Davis 1took movement combinations · ~ ?~m:ng an teac ing respon-· 
s1b1l1t1es. He takes annual trips to 
from over twelve ethnic groups Africa to gain inspiration for his 
located in Western, Central and company. 
Southfrn Afri ca to compose a ballet 
' . that P,.ays hon1age .to Africa. 
In the ballet, a giant figure on sti lts 
danced on stage, creating a festival 
atmosphere. 
In the ,Peace Ritual, another of 
Davis' pieces, the dancers pulled peo-
ple from the audience to dance. 
''We are all disciples of peace. We 
leap ac the OPJ)Ortunity to share the 
respect \Ve have for the earth and its 
offering,'' Davis said. · 
Aside from his involvement in the 
African-American Daflce Ensemble, 
Davis is also chairman of the Ken-
nedy Center for the Performing Arts' 
Children and Youth Advisory Panel 
and serves as ai-tistic consultant to the 
DANCEAFRICA Festival at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music in New ' 
York. 
1 
He has also conducted workshops 
at Howard University and other 
colleges. 
Po.~erful exhibi( __ uses blo·od as symbol 
- ~ 
By Patricia Newm·an - Holley estimates that he has pro-
""· ,Hilltop Staff Reporter duced more than 9,000 sand 
· · sculptures, more than 7 ,000 of which 
·The gro,vth and development of are located at his home. He also does • 
African heritage is depicted by, three , extremely original wire sculptures. 
unique and talented artists in Holley's stones have gone around 
''Bloodline,'' an exhibit on ·display in the \vorld through Birmingham's 
Armol1r J. Blackburn Center's art Festival of Arts. His work has gone 
gallery. f to Israel, Nigeria and India, and 
The \ exhibit, which \viii be former president Jimmy Carter and 
displayed through Oot. 3, features the · the Atlanta major both own Holley 
work's or· extraordinary contem.~ sculptures. An·d he was one of six ar-
porary black artists Larry Winston tists chosen frorIJ Alabama to par-
Colli11s, Lonnie B. Holley and ticipate in the Art from Appalachia 
Kashmiere. exhibit, sponsored by the National 
Col li11s, a native of Cincinnati, Museum of American Art and the 
Ohio, has exhibited his work for the Smithsonian Institution. The exhibit p ·hOto by Paul Woodruff past ten years. A Columbus College . • -- traveled to 13 .states in 1982. 
of Art and Design graduate, he is cur- .'Sandstone sculpture by L. Holley. ''In his conCeptualization of 
rently a Project designer a1 the ' human and animal forms, one finds 
Charles E. Merril l Publishing Com- sand sculptures as African faces pro- allusions to Egyptian, West African 
pany in Westerville , Ohio. trude from mo lded pieces of and Pre-Columbian art. In the more 
He describ5 himself as a commer- sandstone. - abstract, geomet ric fo rms, one finds 
cial artist by skill and a fine artist by His piece ''Splash Drops - A Drip glimpses of Arp, Lipchitz, Moore 
design. Through a J 982 Artist of of Burning Blood'' depicts the power ~ng Pi~as~9._ '' said Mcleod. 
Africa scholarship, Collins gained the of blood from the beginning to the Beginning Monday, Holley wi ll be 
opportunity to spend time in Senegal end of life. Holley' s works show an artist-in- residence here in the 
and Gambia.. His ar1 gallery display various members of a family intert- District and will teach sand sculpture 
renects his African journey. wined wit.h the symbolic importance classes in the Blackburn Center that 
Collins' work ceriters ar(iund- pen-- of blood. ·will offer hands-on experic!oce to .ifl-
cil and charcoal drawings. His pieces A Birmingham , Ala. native, terested students, according to 
'' Black bored," '' Daddy Bill'' and Holley is the seventh of 27 children Mcleod. 
''Davy Lee'' are vivid portraits of - .a situation that gave him a great Another unique a rtist who's work 
everyday black Americans and there deal of experience in dealing with in on exhibit in Blackburn's art 
is nothing namboyant about these people but also caused him to miss gallery is Kashmiere. 
works. out on love, he said. Specializing iri -duplicating major 
Mixed media pictures are also a His love for art began when he museum col lections and replicas us-
part of Collins' work. ''Modele' 'No. found a salJ:dstone at his Sister' s !ng ___ sil ~ screen on plexiglass, 
· 5 Goree Island'' combines· sketches of home. - · Kashmiere is also from Birmingham. 
black faces with imprints of a shack!- , ' I went under the basement of m)I He is responsible fof developing the 
ed hand, trees, shel ls and an African grandfather's old house. He had a lot concept Of personalized license places 
mask. of old-fashioned tools. There was ari - a hobby that began his art career. 
According to Roberta Mcleod, old crosscut saw.with big teeth in it l Kashmiere's collection features two-
curator of the galler..y and director of I started Cll;tting on the. stone with dimenSio nal pictures of African and 
Blackburn Center, Collins' art work t~at .• ~nd I JUSt ~ep~ cutting an~ cut- Greek-influenced art. Overlapping 
had been critiqued as visually con- ting, Holley said 1n a recent inter- - colors make the subjects stand out. 
crete and essentially Spiritual. view with ''Birmingham'' magazine. ''The exhibit is very powerful. [It 
The theine of blood and the fami- '.'And I annoyed every~ody because ··is] a beautiful balance of pathos and 
ly is predominant throug~ut ,Holley.'s 1t made so much noise .. Nobody love revealing a genuine concern for 
. 
• Pho10 by Paui -WoodfUti 
"Daddy Bill," by Larry Callins 
[understood] \vhat I was doing . It was the human condition '' Mcleod said . just so much fun, and it relaxed me ' 
so much I went over to the stone pile 
and I got more and more.'' 
'' I reckon nearly everybody in the 
neighborhood thought I was really 
going sawing-crazy because they 
never did see what I was working on. 
And in about three weeks, I came up 
with a beautiful piece for the 
mayor.'' 
Hol ley's main concentration are 
scu lptures made of sandstone, a 
debris left from cold mines in North 
Birmingham . The material is bound 
with clay and hardened with molten 
~ iron that is poured into a sand mold . 
Holley recycles this discarded 
material to produce spiritually 
motivated art forms. His first works 
in sandstone took the shape of.' 
tomhstones . l 
' 
Photo by Paul Woodruff 
. -
Artwork by KD1hni•re 
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Murdock & Venezuelan choir 
featured in park and at chapel 
By Gale Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
lnspite of rainy weather Sunday, a 
small, enthusiastic crowd gathered to 
hear the Miller Sou.nd Express give a 
powerful and -entertaining perfor-
mance in Anacostia Park, 11th and 
Pennsylvania .Ave., SE. 
The free concert featured Shirley 
Murdock, Zapp . and two local 
groups: Mctinstream and Dream . 
Both -· bands served aS concert 
openers. 
• 
. :According to Bean Craft adfettls~-
r:. ; 
~~~~~~~~~~~ 
By Gail McCullough 
Hilltop Starr Reporter 
• 
On Without You." Both were con-
cert successes fo r the deep and rich-
voiced Murdock and were the focal 
point of her act. 
Although Zapp was almost over- An even.dinsg of S,Pl8ectaculadr music w~s 
shado d b M d k f presente ept. at An rew Rankin 
we Y ur oc •s per or-_· Chapel by the College of Fine Arts 
mance, lhey gave good and bala~c- and the Embassy of Venezula. " 
ed performances of yesterday's hits, 
including a remake of Marvin Gaye's 
'' Heard It Through the Grapevine'' 
and ''Groovin' on the' Dance Floor." 
The group also sang Cameo's ''Word 
Up'' and Troutman sang his late"st 
single:, '..' I Wanna Be ¥our Man." 
. 
.. 
The event featured the Coral Can-
ta Mundo, ~ popular Venezulan 
choir, and the Howard University 
Choi r. 
. . . ' 
· 1ng promotions-assistant for WKYS 
The internationally~ reknow'ned 
Coral Canta MU.ndo, with dite~_tor­
Carlos Sanchez,_ Performed songs 
from Jaffiaica, Ecuador, ·coluinbia 
and Triniaad and Tobago. radio station, ''if the weather would 
have been better the concert would 
have been a greater success.'' 
The concert \Vas sponsored by 
Miller Beer and promoted by WKYS. 
Although ·Craft said Zapp's 
singles, including ''I Wanna Be Your 
Man by Rodger Troutman, ''played 
fairly well'' on WKYS, Shirley Mur-
dock emerged as the star of the show. 
Murdock, who's recent album 
\\:ent gold, put on a standing ovation 
performance that awarded her a great 
dea l of support from the audience. 
In her performance, Murdock talk-
ed about everything from infidelity to 
reconciliation, the subject of two of 
her hit songs: ''As We Lav '' and ''Go 
Shirley Murdock and WHUR's Bob-
by Bennett and Mike Archie. 
Although the group has dedicated . 
itself to the performanc·e of· 
Venezulan music, it i$ also dedicated 
to the performance of universal 
music,- as its name indicates. Coral 
Canta Mundo's repertoire also in-
cludes cl ~ssic and sact d songs and 
pop music. 
The ch?i r of about 40 college 
students was received well by the 
nearly filled auditorium. At the close 
of the first hal f, the group, draped in 
green, black and white, received a 
standing ovation. 
Selections performed by the group 
included songs from famous Jama-
cian folklo re such as ''Banyan Tree.' ' 
Founded if? 1982, Coral Canta 
Mundo has performed international-/ 
ly for many occaSions _ In 1984, the' 
group attended the Olympic' Games 
in Los Angeles and during 1985, they 
participated in the International 
Youth Music Festival in Kingston, 
' . 
Jam~ica, organized by the United 
Nat ions Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. ,,. 
Coral Canta-Mundo performing at Rankin chapel • 
The students have also had the op-
portunity to sing with the Harlem 
Boys Choir and various other groups 
of about 200 Singers from around the 
world. 
I 
• • 
' 
Lesson# 2: · 
Salaries and Benefits 
. ' rogram that recognizes 
I . ompensanon p I d Kraft believes strong yin a c h company's success. n a ~ 
o\ir employee's confutrlibl uti~~~~p:titive benefits package. 
d. · we offer a an ition, h Id Kraft is known around t e wor 
1 
A Fortune 50 company, . We're also known by our 
for quality and performai:ce. ny offering diverse 
I dynamic compa d own peop e as a If ou are seeking a gra ~at~ 
opportunities and challengesB : iness Administra~1on, 
or undergraduate degree_ in u Human Ecology or 
Liberal Arts and _ Sc1.ence~~arn more about why you 
Engineering, we invite you ~o . 
would want to work for Kra . 1. 
< • 
• 
TAKE THE COMPLETE COURSE. 
October 8 
October 8·9 
Kraft Information Exchange 
The Howard lnn 
Interviewing Schedules 
The Howard lnn ' · d 
(See your Department Hea 
for these schedules.) 
• 
• 
Graduate into a rewarding career with Kraft; 
\ 
® 
Kraft, Inc., One Kraft Court, Glenview, II 60025 
An Equal Opporrunily Employer 
J 
' 
© 1987 Kraft , Inc. 
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input from senior management create a supportive and stimu-
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Educator joins health staff 
Goode plans news educational programs, to develop 'new attitudes' 
.. 
By Sophia Tignor · 
Hilltop jtaff Reporter 
-~~-~--'-~----,,----~~ 
'' Information, education, preven-
tio n, refer_ral and health counseling 
are key words in what a health 
educator does," said Dr. Caro1yn 
Goode, the newly appointed health 
educator. -
Goode has been at the student 
health center since August of this 
year. Her education inclL1des a Ph.D . 
and M.A. in health education, and a 
minor in counseling and guidance 
from Ohio State University and a 
B.S. in health and physical education 
from Virginia State University. 
Students can talk to her about any 
health issue from STDs to AIBS to 
nutrition to weight control to any 
educational aspect ,of health . ''P.eo-
ple can even come to me for infor-
mation for papers or about a refer-
ral," sa id Goode. 
If students have further questions 
about what they are peing treated for 
at the health center, they can be refer-
red to 
Dr. Goode. She is also available for 
campus presentations on health 
related 1opics. 
''Drug education and AIDS talks 
can be given,'' she said. ''Some peo-
ple may want to kno\v about hygiene 
or hypertension in blacks or things 
that relate to blacks." . 
Individual health counseling has ' 
been available to students for a 
number of years. ' 'People need to be 
· made aware oft he program. It needs 
to be more visible,'' she said. ''We 
not only need to identify the needs of 
students but also make people aware 
of the services we offer and welcome 
them to come on their O\Vn." 
Goode said that the emphasis of 
the health depar1ment is education 
and prevention with an emphasis on 
prevention. ''Everyone may need 
more than treatment,''said Goode. '' 
For example, if a student coines to be 
treated they may need more informa-
tion and can be referred to the health 
educator. ' ' 
t 
Students can cal l Dr. Goode and 
make an appointment or be .referred 
• by the health center. 
''The goal of the health education 
program at the student heal th center 
is to develop a comprehensiv.e and 
, functional health education program 
that meets the unique needs of the ' 
student body," said Goode. 
''The thrust (of the program) is to 
address those identified problems 
that will utilize a campus-wide ap-
proach that will unite administrators, 
faculty, students, counselors, the 
athletics program and the communiw 
ty in a common effort to change at-
titudes and behavior," Goode said . 
Goode claims that the challenge is 
to design a program for a diverse 
population in terms of age and ethnit 
background I 
which will include education and 
prevention strategies that will work 
for a population housed in a rapidly 
growing city as well as on campus. 
''The long range goal is to develop 
a model health education program 
within a student health center that 
will have a positive impact on 
students, faculty, staff, ad-
ministrators, the college environment 
and the community,'' said Goode. 
''Howard-is also in a unique position 
to develop a model program that 
could benefit other colleges and 
universities.'' t 
Dr. Goode was also an assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Physical Education and Recreation at 
Howard. 
• 
0 , 
Carolyn Goode, new educator for the health center.' 
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W onien students request return of separate health care facility 
By Melonie McCall 
Hil ltop Staff Repor1er 
The Howard U11iversity Sudent 
Health Center is where all students, 
regardless of sex, a re treated for 
minor illnesses. Many female 
.students would prefer a sei:f'arate 
1cl inic for \vomen's heal1h that would. 
(\oncentrate on women's problems. 
During the 1984-85 and 1985-86 
academic years such a clinic did ex-· 
ist. To~~ women students would like 
to see 1t return. 
The H.U. Student Health Center 
OJ1lened in 1929 serving all students, 
male and female. In 1984, under the 
direction of Lt.- McLain Garrett, Jr. 
heal1h cen ter adn1inistrator, a 
women's health clinic opened at 510 
College Street . At that location, 
women were treated for illnesses 
related to them. Treatment for meri' 
• 
and other ill11esses \Vere provided at 
the current health center. 
By the 1986-'87 academic year the 
·health center suffe red a loss of seven 
doctors and nurses to retirement. 
T11e loss of staff and an inabilit y to 
immediate replacement resulted in 
the end of the \VOmen' s clinic. Begin-
ning in the Fall of 1986, treatment of 
all illnesses "''as aga in conducted in 
one ce.nter. 
The ' close of the \VOn1en's clinic · 
resU.l1ed in 110 significant change in 
services. '' Loca1ion is immaterial ,'' 
said Garrett,'' as long as health cate 
is provided \Vith dignity and quality." 
''Students are still provided with 
quality health care. All practicing 
physicians and physicians' assistants 
are board certified," said Garrett. 
The \VOmen's cl i11ic \Vas opened in 
1984 because the health center had 
sufficient staff to open it. Follo\v-
ing a loss of staff the center was 
unable to afford a women's center 
functioning alone and was forced td 
recombine in order to make better use 
of personnel. According to Garrett , 
placing all services together has 
alleviated some problems. 
''Combining the centers eliminated 
a duplication of staff and paper 
work. There was no need for several 
receptionists or fi ling systems. A 
more efficient use of staff was im--
plemented, '' Garrett said. 
Although the health center and 
\vomen's clinic ., are combined, 
women's health remains a major 
focus because women make up 60 
percent of Howard's population and 
70 percent of the health centet's 
vis itors. Of the 70 percent, 85 percenc 
visi t for women's health related 
illnesses. 
The term ' 'Women's health' ' 
Anemia hits~omen & youth hardest 
Yvonne McCormack 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
ciency ma)' result in sluggishness, 
poor coloration, shallo\v breathing 
a!fd especially fatigue. 
Iron Deficiency Anemia (IDA) is 
a common medical problem among 
women. Approximately one out of 
Teenagers and you ng ad ult s oflen 
suffer from !DA because of tl1eir 
poor eating habits. With young peo-
ple ''it is mostly dµe to the fact that 
they do not incorporate the right 
an1ount of iron in their diet," said 
Terry Davis, medical technolgist who 
works in the Hemotology lab at 
Howard University Hospital. 
It is becoming evident that eveIJ a 
mild decrease in iron reserves may 
result in lower physical and mental 
stamina and perfo rmance. 
Both men and women lose iron 
every day. But this iron could be 
replenished with proper eating habits. 
A balanced diet with the four IJasic 
food groups ~ should be included. 
Foods high in iron include red meats, 
especially liver, seafood and leafy 
vegetables. Foods rich in vitamin C 
help iron.to absorb into the body and 
Continued on page 11 
• every 10 women, in developed coun-
~ries, suffers from IDA . This number 
is probably greater because the 
anemia may go undetected . 
Most people with a mild iron defi-
cie11cy are unaware of it because they 
may not feel any of the symptoms. 
The more serious degrees of iron defi-
Iron is needed within the body to 
help carry oxygen to the body's cells. 
' 
I 
• 
I 
After yoo're done with ' 
schcl>I, you face one of 
the hardest lessons in life: 
Without experience, 
it's tough to get a job.And 
without a job, it's tough to 
get experience. 
At iThe Will Street ' .. "'' )ournal,werecognizethatexpe- 0 •• 
fience is something you don't ~ ~¥-fl' 
Start earning witil after ~duation~ · · 
! . &.1t while you're waiting, we can] 
'give you a head start by providing 
some of the same competitive 
advantages that expenence brings. 
fur instance, our wide-ranging 
news coverage gives yoo a clearer 
understanding of the whole CO\tlpleli 
· world of business. 
Our tightly focused feature re· 
portiqg pre~ you for YOO{ more 
specific ambitions-whether in 
management, acrounting, finance, 
~logy, marketing or small , 
business. ' 
And our in-depth analysis helps 
yoo formulate your ideas in a 
sharper and more persuasive way. 
• 
' ' 
• 
' 
• 
Call 800·257·1200.' Ext. 1066 
or mail the coupon- and start your 
~ subscription to The Will Street 
journal at student savings of up 
to $48 off the regular subscrip· 
tion price. 
1bat's a pretty generous offer. 
Especially when you consider 
what it actually represents. 
Tuition for the rea1 world. 
ITu su~ti.' call 800-257·i2iioTl 
1 • Ext. 1066 toll· free.. I 
Or m1 il to Tho Wall Stiff! Journal SOO 3rd A~ w .. ~anle. 
I W/\98119 j I D St-rid ,,.... one ~a rot The Y.'all 5,..,.,, Journal f<>T $66- n 
I S<l• 'l"fl <If $41:! uff l/w n'f11</a1 s1<1Jsr,oplH•PI p"rr D Send mt IS "'ttks for $26. D l'armenl erickised . I D Bill m~ 1>.1fr 
1 "m• I 
I 
Stu<kn< 1.0 II Grad ,\1nnthl 'ttar 
1 
' Addtn•- ---------
1 Cit)' Stat~ __ Z1p I 
I 
Seti..~ - ~1aror 
1 n-..-~•~ ' ~"''•• l'n_,,....,.,.~ ... - . ..,, '"'"'"''"'''"~ L ' 
"' ..... '"' ' "'" ...... "~ ...... w. 1 ... ~~' ,.,, .......... '" ...... , ,,.. "'"'"'~'" , ..... ~ ....... ,,.,...., ..... . 
I Thew.ill Street Journal: I 
l74SNT 'Thi> ~diar:Jvf!!:_A~ n. 200Qf 
' ln Pennsylvania. call 800·222·3380, Ext. 1066. 
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1 
sg3 refers to gynecological illnesses associated with the female reproduc· 
tive system. The corresponding term 
for men's health is known as the 
G. U. system which is concentrated on 
the male reproductive system. 
Family planning is also a very im-
portant aspect of the health center 
services. The H:U. Health Center is 
the first of its kind to have a health 
instructor who holds a Ph.D. With 
these'. types of se rvices being provid ~ 
ed, nO Jack of concentration on 
women's issues may be seen. 
the center is as cont:idential ~ 
possible. ' 
''The first stages of a viSit isn!t 
much different from that of a 
hospital clinic,'' s3:id Pringle. '' In a 
hospital setting man and women Clrc; 
initially dealt with together." 
Students who have visited both the 
separated women's clinic and the 
health.center report of being impress-
ed with the individual attention given 
while at the women's Center. Some 
say they felt more comfortable 
discussing their problems: · Others 
feel that the doctors at the 1 health 
c~~t~~ have too many other re~pon­
s1b1l1t1es and would provide better 
care if there was a separate women's 
clinic. · 
Pt1oto by Keith Ledbe11er 
Mclain Garrett, Jr. 
Many women ·stud~nts complain of 
a lack of privacy in the general health 
center. They report feeling less com-
fortable .in the presence of men. Some 
say the presence of males makes it 
more difficult to discuss their 
problems. Senior Timolin Witney said she prefers the women's clinic. ~· 1 felt 
more relaxed at 510 College Street. 
There W!§ a greater sense of privacy.'l 
' 
' 
Dorothy Pringle, supervisory nurse 
for the student health center said that 
privacy isn't that big of ~n issue an~ 
,,. 
• r 
Prof ession~is0i)~~elo . 1-· Pment 
' 
!<raft believes that continuin d - . 
is essential to refining the· t I g e ucat1on for all managers 
t b I 1' aentsand· · o e tru y successful. Thi . _increasing their chanc'es 
curriculum of formal ed sis ~ccolmpl1shed through our own 
fu d - ucat1ona p · 
re n program, and on-the-· b r?g~ms, a 100% _tuition 
JO tn11n1ng. "-
A Fortune 50 com an K . . . 
world for quality a~d y, fi raft Is known around the 
?Y our own people as a PJr orm.ance. We're also know_p 
diverse opportunities and hnf1m1c company offering 
• a graduate or unde radu c a enge~. If you are seeking 
istration, Libe ral l rts a~~ ~e~ree in Business Admin. 
or Engineering, we invite c1ences, Human Ecology 
you would want to work fo~o~~~.learn more about why 
TAKE THf: COMPLETE COURSE: 
Octo be r 8 · 
Kraft Informat;on Ex; h 
The Howard Inn ange 
Interviewing Schedules 
The Howard Inn 
(See your Department H d £ 
these schedules.) . e~. or. 
O cto be r s.9 
Graduate ·into a rewarding career with Kraft. 
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Bulldogs 
pbse · big 
threat for 
Howard 
by junior defensive t~kle David Am-
. mons (8 unassisted, 6 assisted, 2 
sacks), senior . li.nebacker, Leroy 
Mathis (10 unassisted, 6 assisted, and 
one fumble recovery) and junior 
defensive back, Dwayne Harper, an 
all-American candidate. 
Bison win 58-51 over B-CC 
• 
By Darren E-. Price 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Howard will put iis record of (2-0, 
1-0 MEAC) and its nine game winn-
ing streak (the longest in the nati?n) 
on the line agai11st the South Carolina 
Bulldogs (1-1, 1-0 MEAC) tomorrow 
at 1 p.m. in Greene Stadium. 
Both Howard and S.C. State will 
have not only their records at stake, 
but the opportunity to lead the con-
ference providing Delaware State 
(1-0; 1-1 MEAC) lo!<-<:S to the U~iver­
sity of the District of Columb1a. 
The Bulldogs are riding on a 12-0 
upset over North Carolina A&T in 
Orangeburg, S.C. following a 25-0 
season opener lost to Furman Univer-
sity. In that contest, A&T \vas held 
to 11 yards rushing while its quarter-
backs were sacked 10 times by the ag-
gressive S.C. State defense. 
In fact,. defense is where · the 
Bulldogs have strength . They are led 
' The Bulldogs are ranked second in 
total. defense and first in rushing 
defense. They are also ranked 25th in 
rushing defense, 21 in total defense 
and second in scoring defense in Divi-
sion 1-AA. 
'Howard will put its record 
on the line' 
Uft'ensively, S.C. State will be led 
by tailback J·ames Miller who has 41 
carries for 89 yard.S and one 
touchdown so far. Junior, Tyrone '· 
Gilmor~, is starting his first year at 
quarteroack and has completed 13 of 
30 passes for 209 yards, no 
touchdowns and one interceptiOn. 
The Bulldogs are counting on 
sophomore fulllback, Zachary 
Whitley (22 carrie.s, 77 yards) and 
fullback William DuBose (8 recep-
tions, 123 yards) to get some extra 
yardage for them. 
! 
• 
U!e Debose 
By Zackery P. Burgess 
Hilltop Scaff Reporter 
Tfie Bison are led by tailback 
Harvey Reed who is 43 yards shy of Despite the heat in Daytona Beach, 
breaking Gene Lake' s rushing record Fl., the Howard Bison. proved in their 
of 3,123 yards and one touchdown 58-51 victory over Bethune -
away from the coliference rushing Cookman College (B-CC) that they 
touchdown record Or 33 which he en- have o!le of the most explosive of-
joys with Lake. Reed also has 48 car- fenses 1n the c~untry and a defense 
rie s for 451 yards and six ~?at. needs tuning. . 
touchdowns. I J"-... If 1t had been played dur~ng the day, 
someone would have def1ntely pass-
Harvey Reed 
ed out," said quarter back, Lee 
Debose. 
The Bethune-Cookman Wildcats 
g~mbled and were able to1 give the 
Howard defense a scare with their 
Hurry-Up offense. This kept the 
Bison off-guard throughout most of 
ttie game. 1 
Coach Willie Jeffries saii:l, ''This 
was good for my football team 
because I got to play my stcirters for 
60 minutes and it better Prepared 
them for what' s to come in the 
Ronnie Epps 
future." 
The Bison had 740 total offensive 
yards on 74 offensive plays and the 
Wildcats countered with 678 total 
yards on 87 offensive plays. 
The Bison were exceptional offen-
sively. Tailback Harvey Reed rushed 
for 191 yards on 24 carries (8.1 yards 
per carry) and three touchdowns, giv-
ing him a total of 451 )rari:ls and six 
touchdowns thus far. Reed is only 43 
yards from breaking the MEAC 
career rushing record of 3,123 yards 
held by Gene Lake of Delaware State 
(1982-84). Reed is also' one 
touchdown shy of the conference 
career rushing touchdown record of 
33, which he presently shares with 
Lake. 
Fullback Ronnie Epps rushed for 
102 yards on five carries (20.2 yards 
per carry), proving that he is a vital 
threat to the defense. 
Tailback Fred Killings again pro-
ved to be a legitimate backup to 
Harvey Reed, rushing once again for 
99 'ya°rds, this time on 16 carries, 
averaging 6.4 yards per carry. Killings 
has 201 yards thus far and two 
touchdowns, averaging 99 yards per . 
game. , 
Debose was almost flawless once 
again completing 12 of 18 passes for 
a· total of 267 yards and four 
t-0uchdowns. He also rushed for 68 
yards on nine carries (7. 5 yards per 
carry). Debose threw touchdowns to 
widereceiver Curtis Chappell, tigh-
tend Jimmie Johnson and 
widereceiver Derrick Faison for 44, 
63 and 37 yards respectively. 
Kicker John Harvell has definite-
ly been a contributor, making two of 
three fieldgoals. He was there wben 
the Bison really needed him. The 
Wildcats scored with five minutes left 
on the clock and the Bison were up 
• Continued on page 11 
Ne .tters 
face- new Eric Moore display~ versatility 
' 
problems 
• 
By Joseph Major 
Hilltop Staff RePorter 
The worst problem a team cc.in 
have is one that cannot be identified 
and this is what has plagued the ten-
ni s team this fall. 
After a convincing win over· Mount 
St. Mary's College, thede'fending 
MEAC champions ha'!'e dropped two 
matcties within three days. 
Last Friday, the Bison lost to the 
peorge Mason Patriots, 7-2, in a 
~ame where three matches Were lost 
i11 three sets. Number one player, 
· Haywood \;}'illii, number three 
player, Robert Crawford and number 
six player, Shawn Bowen, all lost 
' three close set .matches. 
The only singies ViCtOry came from 
~o~rt Bryant (6-4,6-3). ''Mason was 
1  very beatable team; we beat a bet-
:er Mason team last year,'' said 
Bryant. '' I can't understand why we 
lost to this team." Bryant has stood 
as the most consistent singles player 
dn the team. 
The other win for the Bison came 
at doubles as Mark Anderson and 
Willis combined for a 7-6, 5-7, 6-3 
win over the Patriots number one 
J' 
• 
" 
. C. Crear in last Fridn)"S match. 
" 
doubles tearril. 
, The Bison faced another lost to 
.East Carolina Univejsity (EC.U) last 
Sunday, 7-1. With hree freshmen 
starting at singles, the Bison could 
only mcinage one three set singles 
match. Number six player, Martin 
Lewis, lost in three seJs, 7-5, 0-6, 6-3 . 
The doubles team of Willis and 
Anderson is a bright spot amid all the 
difficulties the Bison are having cur-
rently . They captured the only point 
for H6ward against ECU. Willis and 
Anderson neatly broke the serve of 
the ECU doubles team to gain a 6-3, 
fl-4 victory. ThC cfuo have yet to lose 
a doubles match this year and appear 
• 
Spikers domin~te court 
' . ' 
• 
By Charlisa Holloway 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Veteran volleyball player, 
Stephanie Perry, led the Howard 
University Spikers to three easy vic-
tories over the University of 
Maryland-Eastern Shore (UMES) . 
Howard"Won the games with the 
decisive scores qf 15-5, 15-3 and 15-2, 
with dl':vastating spikes from Perry 
that helped the team achieve its 
fourth win of five seasonal games. 
The first game of the match started 
off with a bang when Perry slamm-
ed a spike into the far corner of 
Eastern Shore's defense to account 
for Howard's first point. 
, Matyland played sloppily the en-
tire game. They set up too few spikes 
t<nd made too many mistakes. The 
Maryland players put the ball over 
the net any way possible; rriost of the 
time in un·6rthodox and unskilled 
manners. 
, UMES could not handle at least 
five of Howard's serves. Perry 
b1asted th slow moving team with 
three thunderous spikes, one from 
mid-court . I <;-
Surprisingly, team captain, 
Stephanie Douglas, had few spikes in 
this game. He:r timing was off an!i 
caused her spikes to be soft. Toward 
the end of the game, Douglas finally 
connected with a tremendous hit that 
boosted her confidence. 
Although Howard won easily, with 
a 15-5 final sc~re, they did not play 
up to their pOtential. The team's 
serves were inconsistent and there 
was not enough communication on 
the court. 1If the Spikers would have 
gotten all of the serves in, they pro-
bably could have beat UMES without 
a rotation of servers. 
The second game ended in a con-
vincing 15-3 score. Perry led the way 
once again. She broke up UMES's 
defense with her hard hitting spikes 
from the top of the net and surpris-
ed them :With' a spinning hit from the 
1 back row. 
• 
., 
' . 
. --::+ 
A. Pierce sels up a play. 
liil 
• 
. . 
Perry was not the only hard hitter 
in this game though. Sandra Taylor, 
and freshman Nicola Thompson, 
helped to further puncture the 
already sinking UMES volleyball 
crew. 
At first, the game mo~ed at a rapid 
pace. UMES 'called a time out after 
a Taylor ace and a 6-0 Howard lead. 
Then, Howard began to miss serves. 
The Spikers began to get a little slop-
py and both teams were playinging a 
''slap stick'' type ~me. 
On the bench, the coach accounted 
the unorganized play to the slow tem-
po UMES dictated. After scime con-
sistent serving from Howard and yet 
another back row hill from Perry, the 
Spikers took the game. 
The last game was slow in the 
beginning, but sped up toward the 
end with great plays from both sides 
of the net. Again, Perry gave the 
game a jump start with two on-line 
spikes, but UMES finally ca~ht on 
and blocked Perry's next two liitiilnd . 
. ·- --- . ; Continued on page 11 
ii 
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Phoi'Oby Kltith Leadbe.tter ' ~ 
to be the mainstays on the t-eam. 
''It's always tough when you have. 
So . many inexperienced college 
players," said senior captain, Willis. 
''In.two of our three matches we had 
freshm~n playing in the top six_. 
altl1ough they are playing com-
petitively, they still have to adjust to 
tennis at the college level ."' 
Howard will attempt to even it's 
record at 2-2 today when they take on 
.Georg~ Washington Univers ily at 
Banneker tennis courts. The match is 
a makeup of a ralfl delayed match 
and will start at 3 p.m . 
I 
By Zackery P. Burgess 
Hiiltop Staff Reporter 
Have you ever been taken out of 
a comfortable situation and asked to 
adapt to a totally different one? Eric 
Moore, an All-MEAC, All-American 
guard, \Vho was switched to defensive 
tackle, knows the situation well. 
Moore is now adapting to his new 
- role of defensive tackle. When he 
first got word of the adjustment from 
Coach Calucutta last spring, h.e 
laughed and said ''stop joking." 
Moore said that he found it to be 
a major adjustment even though he 
was an All-American on defense, anq 
offense in high schoo\. I 
''Coach Calcutta has been great in 
helping me get used to this postion,'' 
he said, ''because ·he has helped me 
understand the importance of mov-
ing from offense to defense." 
Head Football- Coach Willie Jef-
fries said, ''Eric is a great contributor 
at defensive tackle, but he is still ad-
justing, and he still needs to learn 
ho\v to shed his blockers -better." 
''Coming to Howard was difficult 
in the beginning,'' Moore said, ''I 
didn't see my first roach until I came 
to Howard, and chat made things 
quite discouraging." Moore added, 
''The dorm situation, !Jie field, the 
negati.ve teacher attitude, and of 
course the Gootj Food Service all 
LET THE 
I • ARMY HELP 
• 
YOU THROUGH 
MEDICAL 
SCHOOL 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Eric Moore 
with black athletes. Moore is now' 
pleased with his deffiion. He said, 
''You can't beat,a place like Howard. 
The academics, the people, and ,of 
course ,tQ_e womeq, definitely maKC a 
person want to stay.'' . 
He said his biggest adjuStment to 
Howard is getting up to go to class 
after practice the night be.fore. ''In 
high school everyone went to school 
and it motivated me to go too, 
because if you die! not go to class so-
meone called your parents,'' he said. 
''In college there is no . one to call 
mom or dad, its au on you_.'' 
' Moore is from Detroit, Mi. and at-
tended Univer1ity';1>. Det[~i~ ~ 
School, an all maie ·Jesffit schoor.Me 
·was an All-American in football and 
track holding the state title in the shot 
put. 
made me want to go home." These 
things made Moore think about what 
it would have been like if he had sign-
ed with the University of Michigan~ 
He was recruited by Boston 
University, Boston College; Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, Arizona State, and 
the University of ·Michigan. 
• 
Moore was three days away from 
signing with Michigan, when Howard 
offered him a scholarship. He said his 
chief motivation in signing with · 
Howard was that Michigan coach Bo 
Schembecler, whom he was not very 
pleased with, did not show him 
sincerity when it came to his d~alings 
Moore is looking at entertainment 
management as a career, and sees 
sports as his outlet. He added that he 
would like to be a part of sports even 
when he is not on the playing field. 
Asked what tie missed most about 
home, Moore s3id ''MY family and 
lasagna . '' 
I 
' I, 
I 
• 
The U.S. Army Health Professions 
-Stholarship Program offers a unique 
opportunity for financial support to 
a number of students or potential 
students of medicine or osteopathy .. 
Financial support in the scholarship 
includes approximately $9,209.00 per 
year. In addition, tuition, books and 
certain other expenses required of all 
· ' students in a particular course of 
study will aiso be paid by the 
government. 
For more information concerning 
eligibility criteria, pay, service obliga-
tion and application procedures, con-
tact your Army Medical Department 
PersonneLCounselor: We are now 
accepting I ;2,3 & 4 years scholar• 
ships for the December 1987 Board. 
Application Deadline ls October 21, 
I 9 '8 7. 
\ 
• 
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B-CC 
Cpntinued fro~ p'3.ge 1.0 
55 to 51 and~needed something extra. 
. Harvell was ~ble to come in and kick 
· a 40 yard fi~d goal which practiCai-
ly put' the ~ame on ice with two 
minutes relining on the clock. 
Bethune- ookman showed heart 
in this heat b awl. B-CC Coach Larry 
Little was able to catch the Bison 
defense off guard with his Hurry-Up 
offense. The B-CC offense was great, 
putting on a passing display. 
Quarterback Greg Ross completed 
32 of 44 passes, for 426 yards and 
fot1r touchdowns. Ross left the game 
. --
·1a1e wit-h 8.n arikle. lnjury. H is ~eplace~ 
ment , .Anthony Thomas, completed 
eight Of 13 passes fo r 61 yards along 
' . 
with a touchdown. He also ran in a 
touchdown for 23 yards: 
The Bison ' s secondary was agai n 
takeh advantage of. However, they 
were able to come up with three in-
terceptions, two by defensive back, 
Conrad Austin, add one by defensive 
back Willie ''Spanky '' J'ohnSon . 
Coach Jeffries said, ''The secondary 
needs work, but they will get _, better 
once we improve our pass rush up 
front.'' 
The de(ensive front was not able to 
put ;/great deal of pressure on Ross, 
but sti ll recorded. four sacks: two by 
defensive tackle Bi lly Deres and one 
by linebacker Lawrence Parham. 
Defensive front and the second~ry 
had its sh~re in the Bethune-
• 
0 
Cookman game and Coach Jeffr ies 
believes it will make them a better 
team . 
The Bison .face South Carolina 
State this weekend, the second best 
defense in the MEAC . 
'' It's going to be a bra\v l,'' said 
Debose, ''because we consider 
ourselves the best offense, and they 
consider themselves the best defense, 
so we shal l see." 
. South Carolina state's coach, Den-
nis Thomas, is considered one of the 
best defensive col lege masterminds in 
the country and he \viii be wating for 
the Howard offense. 
The Bison had a grueling match 
last Saturday and the offense and 
defense bring -that experience into 
battle once again Saturday, Sept. 26, 
at l.p.m. at William H. Greene 
Memorial _stadium. 
Spikers 
Continued from page 19 
left Howard looking at the ball on the 
floor . 
This charge of momentum did not 
last long fo r the Maryla nde rs, 
though. Coach Spencer called for a 
team conference after UMES scored 
two points to make the score 4-2. 
That's when the action started. • 
Perry set up Taylor for a spike, 
and freshman Arlinda Pierce made a 
diving save to bring Howard back to 
Ii f e. 
Douglas, who sat out most of the 
game, played the role of designated 
hitter for 1he Bisonettes. SP,~_loined. 
' 
-. 
• 
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tfie ~otation briefly for serving pur- . 
poses only, and serve she ~id . Stfe" 
dented Maryland's defense with t tireC 
hard to handle serves. 
By this time, the score wws li2-2 
a nd th ings looked bleak fo1r Maryland. They put fo rth a strong 
effort in the end , but it was too little 
and too late. 
The Spikers have gotten off to ~ 
good start . They defeated Loyola of 
Baltimore, Md . in their first match of 
the season and reached the cham1i 
pionship round at a tournament at 
Bucknell University last weekend. 
Howard easily beat Colgate Univer1 
sity 15-5, 15-4, 15-6, and then on to 
defeat Cleveland State in the best out 
of f~ve series. Two matches wi t~ 
Lasalle University also resulted in 
\\/!OS. 
1 
IDA 
_Continued from pag_f::l 9 
sho uld be included in one's diet for 
that reason . 
With women, the problem may be 
mo re than poor eating habits. 
Women are particularly susceptible 
to IDA because of menstruation. · 
Tho~e with regular, heavy menstrual 
periods, should be particularly aware 
of the possibility of IDA. They 
should take a vitamin and iron sup-
plement and be sure to eat properly. 1 
Regular exerci,se is also important . 
''Exercise properly to breathe proper-
ly,'' said Davis. Pro per exercise will 
''change breath1ng patternS. to get 
more oxygen into the body.'·' 
T he o nly way. to find out if y.Ou 
have IDA is to see your doctor . Speakout • • What are the r·amifications of another , ''Request your docto r to give you a complete b l·aod c6unt test to deter-mine the levelrilf iron in the blood," 1 
Davis advises . This is a routine test 
that does not take"lo ng . 
. - . I -
Speakout phQto and text 
compiled b)' James ~1cKissic • Reagan appointee to the Supreme Court? The best way "to avoid IDA rof 
most people is to be ·aware o.f what 
you eat. If you continue to feel symp-
toms then consult with your doctor 
to determi ne the best action to 
remedy the situatio n. o 
Mickey Wililams 
Baltimore, MD 
Accounting 
Senior 
• 
''The nomination of another Reagan 
appointee to the Supreme Court 
-• could be detrimental to the stafus of 
~f. black Americans as well as other 6 minorities. The long term impact will 
- · be seen not only by our generation, 
but for generations to come. I truly 
hope the Senate JudiciarY ·CC>mmit-
tee finds the appoi11tment a travesty 
to all Americans who believe 1n 
equality for all." 
1 
Doctor 
Continued from page ~ 
my mentor, and he has taught me the 
most. '' 
He said the road to becoming a 
neurosurgeon \Vas not a bumpy one, 
and if he could do it again, be 
defini1el y \vould. 
''The hardest thing about being a 
· nt;urostirgeo.n is having someo11e 
con1e in \\1ith a disease that, you ca11't 
do anything about,'' he explained, 
''but the masc exc iting. par1 about it 
is having someone co1ne to the 
hospital \vho i~ critically ill and hav-
ing tl1cm leave healthy." 
\Vh e11 Carson is not \\'Orking at the 
Bottles 
Continued from page 5 • 
. . . 
have raised nearly $800,000. The vast 
majori1y of these funds have been 
spe11t on leaflets, radio and 
newspaper an11ouncements, and on 
other efforts targeted tO\Vard inf or· 
mi11g District residents. 
The BBIC and the CCCC disagree 
on a number of issues regarding the 
initiative. Among these issues are the 
cost of the bill to the consumer. 
The shift av.'ay from returnable 
bottles, according to the BBIC, caus-
hospital, he spends some of his time 
traveling around the country speak-
ing 10 young people in grade schools 
and high schools. 
''I think it's important to serve as 
a role model," he said. ''There are 
not many academic rdle models." 
Carson has been married to his 
\vife, Candy, for 12 years, and hav-
ing three children of his O\vn - Mur-
ray, 4; BJ, 2; and Rhoeyce Harr-
ington, nine months, he can definite-
ly relate to youths. 
He believes there are numerous op-
portunities avai~abl~ for people \\•ho 
\\'ant to achieve, and \Vith them, he 
leaves this message: ''If one finds it 
easy to blame others for hi s mistakes, 
he will fail. If one al\vays blames 
himself, he \viii succeed." 
problems and impose undue hardsl1ip 
upon people who have no place to 
store the containers. He added that 
an overabundance of cans and bot-
tles in the home, as · "Yell a§' in the 
grocery store can cause sanitary 
problems. 
The owner of a health food store 
in North Wes1 D.C. is st rongly op-
pos.ed to the Pill for this reason. He 
said, ''The bill \Viii force me to ac-
cept bottles and cans that I don't 
have space for. It could also mean 
problems with the l1ealtl1 depart-
ment." ~ ' 
';> ed an inltial increase in litter, broken 
glass and solid waste, resulting in the 
\vaste of District taxpayers dollars. 
Jonathan Puth, director of the BBJC, 
explained that the bill will reduce the 
amount of taxes paid by D.C . 
·residents. He said that \\'it h the bill, 
the tax llollars used. for cleaning up 
'the city could be put ,1.0 /much better 
use. 1 
In anS\\'er llO this charge, the BBIC 
asserted that problems \Vith storage 
and resulting costs could be off-set by 
a two cent ''handling'' 1fee, which the 
bill states would be paid by the 
distributor to the retailer or to an 
authorized ~redemption center. 
Other supporters added their ex-
planations as to why the bottle bill 
\vould be useful to the city. 
Peter Williams, director of D.C. 
Common Cause , explained, ''The in-
itiative will create jobs by developing 
a recyc ling industry in the District.' ' 
He also asserted that five of the nine 
states adopting the bottle bill have ex-
perienced an increase in employment 
since .the passing of the bill. 
' 
He added that the bill \viii account 
for a decrease in litter around the ci-
ty. He said that if one person litters 
a can or bottle , another will pick it 
up and turn it in for a refund. 
The CCCC charges that the bill 
would inevitably mean a hidden in-
crease in the price of beverages 
becau.se of the cost to the store of 
''cleaning, storing and processing dir-
ty containers.'' · 
Ed Arnold, spokesman for the 
CCCC, explained that returning con-
tainers to stores will cause sanitation 
Irma Pernell, president of 
ACORN, believes that the bill will be 
effective in removing trash from the 
streets. ''Kids will pick up bottles and 
take them to the store for money," 
she said. 
The fate of the bill will be deter-
mined \vhen Dis.trict resident s vote on 
the initiative on· November 3. 
MEDICAL DEPA R TMENT OPPORTUN/ 11ES 
A TTENT/ON DENflST! 
Are you looking for a little more excitement than 
private practice offers, or are y;;u a recent dental 
school graduate? Perhaps you Will finish dental school 
this year, Have you co.nsidered the ARMY DENT AL 
CORPS as ' a' ~iable option? 
The ARMY DENTAL CORPS, has limited vllcancies 
worldwide for fully-qualified dentists, To be eligible 
you must be: (1) A U ,S, citizen or have a permanent 
immigrant visa, (2) A graduate of an accredited U ,S, 
or Canadian college of dental medicine (senior den-
tal students are eligible to apply for the ARMY DEN-
TAL RESIDENCY PROGRAM, Application 
deadline for this year is October 1, 1987), (3) Cur-
rently licensed to practice in any state, D,C, or Puerto 
' Rico (if 1not currently in dental 1schpol), (4) Under>33 
years of age, (5) In good physical condition, 
For mqre · information write or call (collect): 
301-962-3033 / 3036 
. -
William C. Lee 
Officer Procurement Div. 
US Army Medical De artment 
, 
' 
Rm. 401, US Customs House 
--- . -
-· -
<10 ~outh Gay Street 
Baltimore, MD 21202 
' 
I ' 
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Michaele Leo11ard 
Smithfield, \ 'A 
Accounling 
Sophomore 
''The ramifications of another 
Reagan appointee to the Supreme 
Court may prove very costly to all 
minorities. Bork has a brilliant ]a\v 
mind and is \veil respected in conser-
vative circles. But hi s conserVative 
vie\\'S on isues is not \vhat is best for 
all. I think rl1e court should represent 
all viC\\'S of the people." 
' ( I, ' 
I 
' 
A sen1ester"s worth of free checking. We gotta be crazy, right? Nope. 
It's our 1vJy to say1velcome to Citicorp Savings. Get Free Checking 
for an entire semester. And with your Citicard you'll have access to 
24-hour Citibanking at over 2200 MOSf locations in the DC area. 
And unlike most banks, there's no charge for ATM transactions. 
And we're so close to you, just around the comer from campus. 
So you' ll have a little extra time to hit the books ... or catch the hits. 
Come on do"'1 to any one of our five convenient branches: 
- ' 
•Brookland, 3800 12th St., N. E., Washington, DC 20017, 
Telephone 857-6970. Hours~Monday-Thursday, 9am-4 pn1;. 
Paul Farrell 
New York, NY 
Speech Pathology 
Senior 
' ' The nomination of another Reagan 
appointee to . the Supreme Court 
could very well bring the continuing 
struggle for minorities and women to ' ' ' -I 
a complete stand sti ll . The last thing 
the civil rights movement and the 
fight for women's rights need now is ~ 
another conservative elected to the 
high court." 
About 35,000 people work 
in the twin towers of the 
Wrirld TradeCenter'in N8w 
York City. Another 80,000 
visit on business each day. 
.. 
Friday 9am-7 pm, Saturday 9am- l P"\· · 
• Federal Triangle, 317 9th St, N.W., Washington,_ DC 20004, 
Telephone857-6930. Hours: Monday-f riday 8:30am-4:00pm. 
• Kalorama, 1829 Connecticut Ave., N.)". , Washington, DC 20009, 
Telephone 857-1550. Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:30am-4:00pm. 
' • Metropolitan Square, 1400 G. St., N.,f, Washington, DC 20005, 
Telephone 857-6980. Hours: Monday'~riday, 8:30am-4:00pm. 
•Vermont& L, 1090VennontAve., N.W, Washington, DC 20005, 
Telephone 857-6895. Hours: J 
Monday-Friday, 8:30am-4:00pm. 
CITICORPO 
' 
• 
Citicorp Savings of Washington, D.C. A Federal Savings and Loan Association. Member FSLIC. . . SAVINGS 
. , 
• 
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Help wanted 
SALES;- Part time· Great opportuni-
ty to make $$$. Superb skin care 
prod.ucts• for mt.:n and women. Call 
C. B. Lee 341-5345 
Activists. feminists.progressives -
WORK FOR PEACE. Help stop the 
arms race & the war in Central 
America. Join the staff of SANE, the 
nations oldest & largest disarmament 
lobby,& gain valuable grassroots 
organlzing experience. PT/FT.flexi-
ble hours. 544-3929 EOE. 
PfT staffperson to coordinate one-
year minority organ doner education 
program. Manage volunteers ,initiate 
community contacts.develop 
materials. Grad student desirable. 
Send resume by Oct. 2 to: Nat'I 
Kidney Foundation, 2233 Wisconsin 
Avenue NW ,Suite 329. Washington, 
D.C. 20007 . .- : 
Student by day .... Environme11tal 
Crusader By Night!!! Dust off your 
. cape, earn $$$, and qualify for front 
' line pol itical work:STOP pesticide 
poisoning, LEARN political organiz-
ing skills, TRAIN for '87 and '88 
elect ions. 10-40 hol'Jrs/wk. Eve 
ft. /pt. Sal. "$5-7 /hr. Advcmt/travel 
· opps. Toxics never sleep ... take a 
meaningful job and be part of the 
solution! C.aU CL EAN WATER 
ACTION--547-1196 .. 
Announcements 
Registration for the Fal l 1987 on· 
campus recruitment program and 
other services is September 21 • Oc· 
tober 30, 1987 ,between 10:30am -
3'.00pm. Late hours:Wectnesdays · 
5:tl0pm - 6:30pm. Brin~ ID and cur-
rent Certificate of Registration to 
present for materials. Sign-ups for in· 
terviews begin October 5. Interviews 
start October 19. 
Registration Deadline: 
• ICS 
THE BARRISTER, the offic ial ATTENTION! ! Maryland Club 
Howard Law School newspaper, will ·weekend !! Punchout Party.Fr i· 
present the r1ecording group Spur of _d8y ,Sept . 25 ,Spm-Bpm (after 
the Moment in a benefit concert on 1 classes). Members will attend the 
Saturday, Sept. 26.1987 at Cramton Bison game together,Satur-
Auditorium . Tickets are $3.00 with day,Sept .26, 1 pm (versus SC State). 
profits to go toward publicat ion of Co·ed touch footb"a.11 game on the 
THE BARRISTER for the 87-88 yard,Sunday, Sept . 27 ,2 :30pm . 
school year. Miss Howard Universi- Please Join Us!!! ! c 
ty Kadija Diggs will be on hand for 
the Bpm performance. 
The Howard University Student 
Association would like to urge all 
students to participate in the Anti· 
Bork Rally on Friday, September 25, 
1987 at 5:00pm (west end of the 
C~pital). 
The Ladies of A.fpha Chapter, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. , 
present "A KLASS ACT" 
Saturday, September 26, 1987 
Blackburn Ballroom 
10:30pm-2am 
All students interested in careers in 
the business of Entertainment:come 
to the first meeting of the Entertain· 
ment Management ASsociation. 
Monday.September 28,School of 
Business Rm. 415. 
Club Georgia will be meeting Tues-
day ,September 29 ,6:00pm in 
Blackburn Forum. 
Attention all UGSA Volunteers: 
There wil l be a meeting Tues-
day ,Septem ber 29,6:00pm in 
Jllackburn Forum. 
' 
Dear Todd (Neil) , 
Most roses are cardinal red ... mine is 
astounding bright yellow. Thank you 
for thinking of me, for someday you 
may possess the key. 
From, 
Only t ime will tell 
Mandingo, 
l 'm·watching you!! !! 
SL YY STRIKES AGAIN 
Troy and Gardenia: 
Accounting times you plus Pharmac) 
times her equals a successfu 
business affair. 
Cupid 
To Dr. Bleu: 
I love you and am behind you 
Study,'cause you're on your way. 
Lewey "" 
Derrick B. Dorsey, 
-
-·-- -·· -·-·· 
' i 
The best weapon against breast 
cancer is early detection. I 
I And that's IW!y a mamlnogram ! 
is so important. i. ! 
It "sees" breast cancer before ' 
there's a lump, IW!en the cure 
rates are.near 100%. That could· ; 
save your life; it might even save 
your breast. • . . 
c Although not perfect, a mam-
mogram is still the most effective , 
11 ... pon against breast cancer. : 
And if you're over 35, it's essential . ~ 
yo'u have one. 
·Because all breast cancer-needs · I 
is a plare to hide. • 
Full and Part time delivery drivers are 
needed for Jamal's Pizza Hall 
.\: located at the corner of Georgia and 
,..... N.H. avenues, NW. Experience 
preferred but not necessary. Call 
October 30, 1987 
Deadline for submittihg Col lege In· 
terview Form: November 6, 1987 
The above procedure is mandatory 
for participation in the program. 
COMING EVENTS · FALL 1987 
Careers Exploration Day: 
Admission $3 
Tickets sold at Cramton Box Office 
• 
COMING SOON'!! 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. 
invite you to experience our 
HOMECOMING 1987 "CATCH THE 
WAVE''!!! Don't miss it!!! 
• • 
Attention Ohioans 1et ''s try it agciin l 
First meet ing Thursday, 10/1 /87 
Douglass Hall Rm. 116 I 
The Health Professions Club is span· 
soring an ~ AIDS seminar on 
September 30, 1987 in Locke Hall 
Rm. 105 at 5:30pm. All are invited · 
to attend! 
Let's get better acquainted. l '. m in· 
terested. Are you?! 
Sutton 
Nika. 
The red fortune fish doesn't lie-I 
/ 
· Hive A Mammogram. 
Give'lburselfThe Chance 
Of A Lifetime .. 387.·6618 for interview. 
PERMANENT PART TIME EVEN-
ING/VVEEKEND positions are now 
available as telephone interviewers 
at our nationally known public opi-
nion polling firm. You will earn $4 to 
$9 per hour depending on your per· 
formance while you talk to people 
nationwide about politics, consumer 
and national issues. NO SALES! 
We'll show you how. Set your own 
schedule. Convenient Chevy Chase 
location across from Friendship 
~eigh~~- red ltn~ . Call 951-3496 . 
DANCE INSTRUCTORS wanted by 
YMCA to teach ballet/creative dance 
to elementary school stl)dents in 
N.E./S.E . Part-time afternoons. 
$f;?.OO per hour. , fxperience r.e-
qulred. Call 398-26p0. 
DRAMA COACH needed to work 
with elementary school students at 
N.E. school . Part·tim~ afternoons. 
$6.00 per hour. Experience in the 
arts. Call 398-2600 . 
YMCA Urban Program Center offers 
positions of tutors to interested 
students. Part-time afternoons . 
$6.00 per hour. Experience helpful . 
Call 398-2600.- - .. 
• 
Pianist/Organist needed for church 
gospel choir in L.3L:rel, Md . Excellent 
salary range. Call Pastor Kenneth 
Barney at 301-486·0118. 
October 7, 1987.10:00am - 4:00pm, 
Ballroom.Blackburn Center 
Graduate and Professional Schools 
Information Day: 
October 22, 1987, 10:00am-4:00pm 
Ballroom.Blackburn Center 
For further information call 
636-7513. Location : Student 
Resource Center, 2nd Floor, C.8. 
Powell Buil ;ding, 6th&Bryant Sts, 
NW. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter. 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc ., 
celebrate AKA WEEKEND 1987 
'' Increasing Our Consciousn9ss 
-~ -to Better Serve Mankind'' . 
Friday, September 25, 198'/ 
1 Oam·3pm Paraphernalia Display 
Ground Floor, Blackburn 
5pm-8pm Happy Hour(ID req 'd) 
Howard Inn 
Saturday, September 26, 1987 
12pm-6pm Project l.V.Y. 
Howard Stadium 
10:30pm-2pm Party- ''A Klass Act '' 
Blackburn Ballroom 
Admission:$3 
Sunday, September 27, 1987 
11 am Call to Chapel Service 
Rankin Chapel 
12:30pm-2om Soror ,Renewal ALL 
SORORS WELCOME 
Blackburn Gallery Lounge 
5:30pm-7pm ''Communitv C.c;>n· 
sciousness'' Panel Discussion 
Blackburn Auditorium 
ATTENTION 
• 
Attention all dedicated Ohioans!! 
The Ohio Club will have its first 
meeting Monday, September 28. 
1987 in Douglass Hall Rm.237 at 
6:30pm. Important issues will be 
discussed. Only TR UE and 
DEDICATED Ohioans need to 
attend. 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, 
Delta Sigma Theta S.orority. Inc. pre-
sent Dignity, St rength, 
TOgetherness ... The · Essence of 
Delta 1987 Pre-Rush, Sunday, 
September 27, 1987 Blackburn 
Ballroom. 2:00-7:00pm. 
The Society for the Advancement of 
Management (SAM) will hold its an-
nual picnic on Saturday, October 
3,9187 at Rock Creek Park, Beach 
Drive Grove 8 from 1 O:OOam to 
3:30pm. All are welcome. 
The Society ltr the Advancement of 
Manag~ment1 (SAM) will hold a 
general body meeting on October 5. 
198J' at 5:00pm in Rm. 317 SBPA. 
Come and join our organization - All 
majors are welcome! 
BEWARE:THE OMEGA REN-
NAISSANCE IS COMING!! 
·' 
' FAMILY PRACTICE .RESIDENTS* 
• 
-PRACTICE QUALITY MEDICINE WITHOUT BILLING AND 
COLLECTION HASSLES 
(PRIVI LEGES BASED ON CREDENTIALS, NOT PO LITI CS) 
. -VARIED PATIENT POPULATION 
• 
•• 
' 
I 
(E'ROM PEDIATRICS TO GERIATRI CS) 
-NO START UP COSTS . . NO OVERHEAD EXPENSES 
-NO MALPRACTICE INSURANCE PREMIUMS 
' 
-GUARANTEED COMPETITIVE SALARY 
(SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT OF INCOME IS NONTAXABLE) 
(FRINGE BENEFITS SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASE THE BOTIOM LINE) 
(RANK AND PAY DEPEND ON TRAIN ING AND EXPERIENCE. GUARANTEED BEFORE COMMITMENl) 
- (NONCONTRIBUTORY RETIREMENT IF CAREER OPTION IS CHOSEN AND OTHERWISE QUALIFIED) 
-TWO YEAR INITIAL CONTRACT 
(RENEWS ANNUALLY BY SIGNING FOR BONUSES) 
• 
-OPPORTUNITIES IN FAMILY MEDICINE 
(CLINICAL PATIENT CARE; ACADEMIC; RESEARCH ; ADMINISTRATION; OPERATIONS) 
(FELLO~SHIPS AT CIVILIAN UNIVERSITIES - FUt LY FUNDED AND DRAW FULL SALARY) 
(CAREER; ~ONG TERM STABILITY AT ONE PRACTICE LOCATION; TRAVEL IF DESIRED) 
-PRACTICE LOCA'flON GUARANTEED IN ADVANCE 
(OPPORTUNITIES WORLDWIDE) 
'ELIGIBILITY:(1) Be a graduate of an AMA or ADA approved .School'of Medicine or Osteopathy. 
' ' .. (2) Residency trained in the U.S. or P.R Residents in training may apply 
(3) U.S. citizen or have a pennanent immigrant visa . 
• (4) Have\a current unrestriqtep license . to practice medicine In the U.S. 
' 
~ ·. ' 
I · ' CALL (COL~ECl) 3b1-982·303313036 for detello 
, 
, or send q.v. or resume to 
CAPTAIN WILLIPIM C. LEE 
Officer Pr9curement Division 
U.S. Army Medical Department 
Room 401, U.S. Custo.m H~use 
40 South Gay Street 
• Baltlmore , MO. 21202 
' 
. -
-. 
' 
think l'm in love i 
Fozzie i ~-;-:-:-.---;:-;-;:-;----J : To Mr. Marty P. Mud, 
All is forgiven!! I 
Love, ' 
~K-.T~··_s7V~a_n_L_i_ne_s ___ _ ~ 1 I Rachel, 
The Health Professions Club will 
have a meeting on Wednesday, 
September 30, 1987 in Locke Hall 
Rm. 105 at 5:30pm. All are welcome 
to attend this meeting. We'll kick it live while you're here but remember we'll always love yol 
whet her you ' re fa r or near 
----- -- • ..... 
___ .........,___ _ 
Video tape conversion from US Stan· 
dard {NTSC) to foreign standards 
(PAL/SECAM/PAL M). 
PAL/SECAM/PAL M are standards 
Welcome!! -· EARN $1000$ _STUU-INQ 
ENVELOPES G~y.le, L isa M .,Lynne, Lisa E., 
Carol, Elaine RUSH SI.OD AND A SELF 
' used in most coun t r ies in DDRESSF.D ST AIMPE 
Europe,Asia, Afr ica,and So ut h 
America. Convert your V2'' \VHS 
made in the U.S:A. to your country's 
video standard or vice versa. Quali-
ty is as good as your orig inal. 
$40.00. Call 291-6677 Reviera 
Ente~prises. 
To my progressive Sorors : 
Thanks for your continued support .1 
• I love you all !!! • 
30-A-87 DST 
NVELOPE TO: 
J.W. INC. 
2320 ROSLYN A VE. 
DIST. HGTS., MD 
20747 
For rent 
To the many progressive students-Of 
HU who supported the " Block Bork" 
Campaign. Thanks for signing a let-
·ter. We delivered 1400 letters to our 
U.S. Senators. Let's hope our ef · 
forts will make a difference! 
TilE 
:' .~O'. i ~ E: SS I 'I E ~' l J E ;1li l~ JJ ;~ iJ 
I J I - ,., • . ' • .. .• -
' .. .... :..1.. l .~ i '~ ... ..... 1 ·,r , : 
Room for rent · near Howard U. 
234-3584 
Kelli Richardson 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 
·
1r o ltict i 1)r·1 C:J. :1, l111·,· 
Personals 
To the men of Mind Energy, thanks 
for last Friday, I really enjoyed the 
'' Rhythm''! ! Keep on klubbing it up!1 
000-WEE! 
RISIARCH · PAPERS : 
18,278 to choose from-all subfects. 
Order Ca1alog Today with Yisa/MC Of COO 
:1e SJ)ec i alize i 11 
.
1t' ,;.10 0:i:J1i::; 
,J 1·;.,,.ot i •Jr 1;i l ..:~i1is1.1 l:.i11-:". 
Diana 
Toll Frf't· 
Hot Lone 800-351-0222 In Calif. t213l 4n-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Reae•rch Aulstance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #20&SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025. 
Custom researc~ also available-all levels 
---
I . 
' .. ·, c 
'{J •• 
. 
,\r'! ;,ffili <Jt'.:! ·:Jf 
il ind Ene r gy Unli ,, ited 
• 
· Singillg Waiters and Waitresses 
' . Auditions are now being held for talen~cl entertainers to per-
form in our crew show and serve customers on Afternoon 
Lunch, Evening Dinner and Moonlight Party Cruises _aboard 
the SPIRIT OF WASHINGTON. It's an exciting combination 
of two careers on one of the nation's fin~t cruise vessels! The 
SPIRIT OF WASHINGTON is a 600 passenger ship sailing on 
the Potomac River. Passengers enjoy fine food and drinks, live . 
entertainment, dancing, and narrated sightseeing on two and 
three hour cruises. ' 
• 
• 
For Information and ~o schedtile your audition 
SEPTEMBER 24, 28, & 29 
' 9am - 9pm 
554-1556 
' 
•I I 
' 
JPIR/1' ofWASHJN{jJ'()V • 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
' 
• 
' . 
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Fall Semester 1987 • 
• 
Sttldent Activities Calendar 
• • 
• 
!September'[ 
25 II 1111HLY .cTIVITY International Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
• 
2J 
... Kl """' I STAnlltl IOU WlllUR Univenity c.nter MoMe Series 7:30 p.m.-f..30 p.m. BltcM: 1111 C1nlel liudils:Mll Blackbum Center Forum • 2J II llLlkY ACIMIY 
25 Pllm Maryland Club 5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Bla<:ltbum Center Punchoot I, 
lnternltion1I Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Bl• llti ::n Ca Alt ftlta 
25 llSPUY Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Ground Floor 
2J lllllY PllllY Howard Uni. Student Association 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Bllddlunl Ce ts: 81._• • 
25 UTWTUIE llSPUY Friends of Spartacus 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Ground Aoor 
2J ,. .• Wesley Foundation 8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. EMICkbltm Cenllr ftnllll 
2J-25AFllClll WIEISllP C•EIEICE 
• 
25 DPUlllS CDIMICATIOI ,.,. 10:00 a.m. Cramton Auditorium 
Howard Uni. Student Association l1!A l1!A 
(classes suspended from 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.) 
2J llClllTtii t•FEIOICE Gradull:e Scllool of Arts & Sciences 8:30 ·a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
- Centll Roool 141 & 150 
21 SOCW. IATHERll& Howard·Uni. Student Association 4:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m: Blackbum Center Puncllout 
21 Cll-lllllS Alph1 kappa AllJ:ha So!Ority 5:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m . • BllCkbum C.... HHllop lJlunp 
•. 21 WT UY Tl w111•uw RC* A COURSE 
21 FOGllML·llSOI V. SOUTH CAllOUllA STATE Intercollegiate Athletics 1:00 p.m. Greene Stadium 
. . 
24 SOCCER llAll£ .. ISOI V. IR-YI 
• 
27 JUSI SAY ID Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 12:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 
Intercollegiate AthletiCs 1:00 p.m. 
--· 24 JUST SAY ID Delta Si1ma Theta Sorority 
21 CUL1111Al SERIES Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbtim Center AuditOl'ium 
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. mlCldlum Centll Roool 142 
21 F- liberal Arts Studeflt Council 11 7:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Blackbum E. Ballroom 
H SOllH PllE-IUSll Zeta Phi Beta Sorority 3:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blacibum Center Aaditorium 
21 IEREIAI. llElllSlUTIDll FDI Sl'tllll SlllESTEll IEllllS 
21 • IUCI IOftE lllHT ~ Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity · 6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. School of Business Aud. '( 21 1111.E DF THE STlllOI 
21 TE11111S (IER)-llSOI V. IEOR&ETOWll Intercollegiate Athletics 3:00 p.m. Banneker Recreation ~a - ' 21 SEllllM 
Howard Uni. Student Association 7:00 p.m. Bllldlbum Center Auditorium 
, . lllllVERSm 
Dept of Electrical Engineerin1 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Btldlbltm eem.. Auditorium 
• II lllSPEl -ERi 
21 UTWIURE OISPUY Friends of Spartacus 10:00 a.m.-2:00-p.m. Blackbum Gl'Utlnd Floor II wons a 
Homecomin1 Steerin1 Committee 7:00 p.m. Ctl-- -
H WOlllSllOP liberal Arts Studen.t Cooncil 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Aud. 
African Studies & Research 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Bltabum West B1Uraom 
-
H C1lllPllTER POR71AIT DISPLAY University Center Special 11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m . Blackbum Grot1nd Floor 
11 S••lll• WALTd l IRAISllW Department of Psycfliatry Meditat School 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Bllddlllfll Center fGnlll 
• 
11 1IAl1llilEEJ Pllm 
H JOI FAIR Office of Resources Mgmt. 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 
liberal Arts Student Cooncil 8:00 p.m. Gaae £dliftlfllo 
H E&moLOIY-"DOW Tlt'ISW" Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity 6:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m. School of Business Auditorium 
11 Mll1IWEDI PAITf FOi COllMIITT CHILIRfl Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity l1!A Btaatium Center Blllroom 
H lECIURE-'-l IS ISl.Ulr' Howard Uni. Student As~iation 1BA Undergraduate library 
.•. II fOl1IAU. UIE-llSOI ' · Intercollegiate Athletics 1:00 p.m. Greene 5tldiu111 
, ID IUl IUCI CMIPAlll liberal Arts Student Council 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Blackbum Ground Floor .., 
llOllFllU STATE 
30 BIBLE STUDY lnt'I. Christian Fellowship 5:15 p.m.-7:00 'l.m. Blackbum Center Room 142 
31 HlllOWEDI Pllll' Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity l1!A Children's Hospital 
-
' 
30 FEUOWSHIP Campus Crusade for Christ 6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Forum 
30 YDllEYIAU.-81SDll Y. MORWI Intercollegiate Athletics • 6:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium !November I 
30 TEllllS !WOMEJl)-llSOI V. MARI WlSHIN&lON Intercollegiate Athletics 3:00 p.m. Banneker Recreation Area 
30 l!WAllE !URE Howard Uni. Student Association 7:30 p.m.· 10:00 p.m. School of Business Auditorium 1 llEllORW. SERYICE Homecoming S1eering Committee 11:00 a.m. Rankin Cllapel 
I October I 1 MISS NOWAIO PAIWl Homecoming S1eering Committee 7:00 p.m. Cramton Auditorium .. 2 lllTERllATillllAl DAY Homecoming Steering Committee 1BA C· 2 The Yard (main campus) VAlllITT SllOW Homecoming Steering Committee 7:00 p.m. Cramton Auditorium 
' ' 
-
3 &REEi SllOW Homecoming Steering Committee 7:00 p.m. Bilrr Gymnasium 
I WffO'S WHO APPLICATION OEAOLINE Office of S1udent Activities I 5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 117 
3 ACU·l IACl&AllMOI lOURIAllEJIT lntramurals and Recreation 4:00 p.m. Blackbum Lower Level 
4 THOMPSOI LECTURE School of Education 4:00 p.m.-7:00 ·p.m. Blackbum Center W. Ballroom 
I !EllllS (WQMEIHllSON V. lllERIClll Intercollegiate Athletics 3:00 p.m. l Banneker Recreation Area 4 SOCCER·BISOI Y. &EORGETOWll Intercollegiate Athletics 7:30 p.m. Greene Stadium 
1 WORKSHOP College of Allied Health 8:30 a:m.-4:00 p.m. 4 SWIM MEET (MEii l WOMEll BISOI Blackburn Center Room 142 Intercollegiate Athletics 1:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium 
2 POOL Pllll' Caribbean Student Association 6:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Burr Gym,nasium V. CATHOLIC UllVERSITT 
2 MISS UBERAl ARTS PAGEUT liberal Arts Student Council 7:00 p.m. Cramton Auditorium 4 MOlOWI COtlES 10 HOWARD Homecoming Steering Committee 7:00 p.m. Cramfon Audi!Ofium 
2 OlllCE Pan Hellenic Council 10:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 5 FASHIOI SllOW 
· Homecoming Steering Committee IBA· Cramton Audi!Ofium 
PUBLICATIONS WORKSHOP ' i 
• 
3 Office of Student Activities 5:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. TBA USllO llGHT ' Univerlity Center 1:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 
3 CARNIVAL l iberal Arts Student Council 10:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Bryant Street lot G I HOWAIOltST Homecoming Steering Committee TBA The Yard (main campus) 
I "LADY lllO THE TRAllP" DISNEY CLASSIC Uni. Center Small Fry Series 11 :00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Aud. & llll OOlllVllAllZl Homecoming Steering Committee l1!A Howard Inn Ballroom 
4 CARMIYAL Liberal Arts Student Council 10:00 a.m.:8:00 p.m. Bryant Street Lot G ' 
PRE·llllE Pllm Homecoming Steering Committee l1!A Washington Convention Center 
4 llll FESTlYAI. liber31 Arts Student Council 3:00 p.m. The Yard (main campus) I UST llY Tl PllE-RE&ISTER FOR SPiii& SEMESTER 
4 MUSICAL PUY College of Dentistry 1BA Blackbum Center W. Ballroom 1 HOtlECOMllKI FOOTllll IAllE 
Homecoming Steering Committee 1:00 p.m. Greene Stadium 
5 VOl.lEYBAL1-llSOI V. NOTRE OlllE Intercollegiate Athletics 6:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium BISOI Y. llOllEHDUSE TIGERS 
of 811timon 1 IWD llARCH Homecoming Steering Committee 10:30 a.m. 4th Stieet 
5 ATlMTA llWlliS/GEMOCIOE Howard Uni. Student As~iation TBA lBA 7 PllE-IAllE RECEPTIOll Homecoming Steering Committee 11:00 a.m. The Yard (main campus) 
5-1 ''HEARTBIEAD RIDGE" STARRllG University Center Video Series 12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Music Listening Room 1 POST IAllE IEUllOll Homecoming Steering Committee 4:00 p.m. The Yard (main campus) 
CUllT ElSTWOOO 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 1 POP COllCERI 
Homecoming Steering Committee 8:00 p.m. & 11:00 p.m. - Cramton Aodftorium 
' 
& SPECW. WORKSHOP "FIWCIAL AID" Student Support Services 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 I SOCCER·llSOI V. &EORGETOWI Intercollegiate Athletics 7:30 p.m. Greene Stadium 
• &·9 ACU·I TABLE SOCCER TOURIAllEHT lntramurals and Retreation 4:00 p.m. Blackbum Lower level 10 SEMlllAR 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center AllditOl'ium 
I VOUEYBAU·BISOI V. IWIYllllO lnterijlllegiate Athletics 6:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium 11 YEARIOOI PICTURE SITTlllS FOR Bison Yearbook 10:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 
I ORU&S II THE BLACN COMMUNITY Howafd Univ. Student Association TBA TBA • STUIEJIT OIWIZATI1111S 
. 
' 1 !EllllS {WOMEll·BISOI V. &EOR&ETOWN Intercollegiate Athletics 3:00 p.m. Banneker Recreation Area 11 L1CTURE-SllOULI JESSE RUM? Howard Uni. Student Association 1BA l1!A 
• 
1 CAREER DAI Office of Career Planning and Placement 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackburn Center Ballroom 11 lllTERllATI- llY OF SOLIDARITT 
Howard Uni. Student Association 7:00 p.m. 1BA 
1 ll.D.S. II THE BLACI COMMUllTY Howard Uni. Student Association TBA TBA PllESTlllAll PEOPLE 
1 lllTRlllURll BILURO LEAGUES lntramurals and Recreation 4:00 p.m. Blackburn Lower level 12 CAllPUS FtllOWSHIP 
Tom Skinner Associates 5:00 p.m .-10:00 p.m. Blackbum Center l Ballroom 
I FOOD FESTIVAL Caribbean Student Association 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Center W. Ballroom 13 HOIOR soc1rn WQUET - College of Allied Health 4:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blacilbum Center Forum 
I RAPE SUlllAR Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Undergraduate library • 14 HEALTH l FITIIESS FAIR 
Ubiquity 9:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Center W. Ballroom 
I FOOD FESTIVAL Carribbean Student Association 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 14 SOCCER .. ISOI Y. UIC 
Intercollegiate Athletics 1:00 p.m. Greene Stadium 
I PARTY Caribbean Student Association 10:00 p.m.-4:00 a.m. 1BA 14 
PUY "A WHITE llll'S HEATER IS A BllCI llll'S Howard Uni. Student Associaiton 1BA 1BA 
9 SOCCER·BISOI Y. CHEYIEY Intercollegiate Athletics 7:30 p.m. Greene Stadium HEU 
I FOOD FESTIVAL Graduate Sch. Student Council 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Human Ecology Cafeteria 14 "FUIHT Of TH£ llAYllATOll" 
Uni. Center Small fry Series 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium 
9 SOCIAi. IAlHERING Alpha Phi Omega Fraternity 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Punchout 15 BODY IOILllll COllTIST 
1ntramurals and Recreation 9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center B11troom 
I "WIES H•D·UYIKlll DARISKr' STARRlllG University Center Movie Series 7:30 p.m. & 9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium 11 IERWI AWW\Y MIETlllS 
Howard Uni. St~ Association 5:30 a.m."8;00 p.m. Blackbum Center FOf\1111 
TIMOTHY DAI.TIMI II -lllYE 
liberal Arts Student Council 9:00 a.m.-5'.oo p.m. LlSC Offi<e.BlacllMJ 
I 11 .. 0llTHlY ACTIVITT - - International Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Forum 11 SWiil l&l·llSOll V. AllERICAll U. 
Intercollegiate Athletics 7:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium 
10 llDEPERDERCE DAY Nigerian Student Association 11 :00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Blackbum Center W. Ballroom 11 PlltllECT 11lllYEST 
Phi Beta Si1ma Fraternity 9:00 a.m.,..:00 p.m. Blacibum Gtound Floor 
. 11 JUST SAY 10 Oelta Sigma Theta Sorority 1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Center ~oom 142 11-11'-lllnl CllAST" STAUlll HAllRISOI FORD 
Uni. Center Video Series 12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Blacibum Music listeninl Room 
10 CDIFERERCE DI THE THEORY Of IEJIOCIOE Howard Uni. Student Association 1BA 1BA Tl llOlll lllYE Alpha Phi Ome1a Fraternity 
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Blacibum Center Baltroom 
11 CU\TURAL SERIES Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 5:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium Tl SEllllM 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. • Blackbum Center Auditorium 
13 llllllElllTICS, "CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING" Student Support Services 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 17 •noancs WOlll!HDP 
Student Support Selvices 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blacibum Center Auditorium 
11 IAHll&HT Uni. Center Punchout Series 8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Punchout 11·21ACU-1 SPAIU ~
lntramltl'als and Recreation 4:00 p.m. Blackbum lower Lewi 
13 SElllAI Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium "Tl ERIUSll W1111S11DP "THE WRITE war· 
Student Support Sertices 12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium 
13 ISUEL & SOUTII AFRICA-PAmlERS II CRIME Howard Uni. Student As~iation TBA TBA II AllUAI. .. n TATE SDllllR 
Department of History 3:00 p.m.-..4:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium 
' 
14 ER&llSll "STRER&THERING Wllml& SllUS" Student Support Services 12:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 11 FEUOWSHIP 
Campus Crusade for Christ 6;.30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Foru111 
14 &REEi SPWllUl Librral Arts Student Council 7:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom - Tl IEJIWI. ASSOlllY MIETlll 
, Howard Uni. Student Association 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Blackbum Center ROOlll 148 
14 BIBLE STUDY .. lnt'L Christian Fellowship 5:15 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbum Music listening Room 11 SWiii l&l·llSOll Y. llARY WASH. 
Intercollegiate Athletics 6:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium 
15 SCIERCE WORKSHOP "STRESS MlllAGEMEHT" Student Support Services 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 150 II SCIERCE 'WORI SIAl1llER IDT HAIDER"' 
Student Support Servi~ 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 142 
15 PlllEL DISCUSSIOI Department of Sociology 6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Blackbum Center E. Ballroom 20 "&OLDER CHILD" STAJIAlll EDDIE MUIPlff 
Uni. Center Movie Series 7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Blackbiirri' Center Auditorium .. ·-· 
·--· --
15 lllFORMATIOI SESSIDM Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Hilltop lounge • 20 11·111111Tl11.I ACTIVITY 
International Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Bl•ckbum Center Fonim •• 
15 STORfS Im BABY SllOWER Zeta Phi Beta Sorority 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. - Blackbum Ground Floor 21 HEllTH FAIR 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fratenity 7:30 p.m. Blackbum Center E. Ballroom 
15 CARICATURE UILIMntD University Center Programs 11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Ground Floor 22 llllUll SALUTE 10 BLACI WOMER AWAllDS 
Undergraduate Student Assembly 2:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 
1& STORrs •EST BABY SHOWER Zeta Phi Beta Sorority 
' 
8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. BlackburilGround Floor BMQUEl 
11 SEllW College of Allied liealth 11:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 THlllllSl~lll RECESS BElllS AT CLOSE OF CLASSES 1 
11 SOCIAi. HOUR Howard Uni. Student Association 4:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Puncllout !December I 17 FOOTIALL W1E·BISOI Y. YIRGlllA STlTt Intercollegiate Athletics 1:00 p.m. Greene Stadium 
11 PROliRAI i>elta Sigma Theta Sorority 4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m. Blackbum Center W. Ballroom • ' 
Tl Clll TC Cll!l'fl Sigma Delta Chi 11:00 a.m. Rankin Chapel 
2 lllLE SIUIY lnt'I. Christian Fellowship ~ 5:15 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbum Music listenin1 Room 
11 PAllEL OISCUSSIDll "IUCIS II THE llEOIA" Sigma Della Chi TBA 1BA 
.. 2 ' fUllWSlllP Campus Crusade for Christ 6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blacllbvm Center Fonim 
20 WALT FIAZIER·FDRMER IY UICI Uni. Center Lecture Series 7:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum E. Ballroom . ! I 
CllRISTUS II THE ClRlllElll Caribbean Student Association 7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. Cranrtan Auditorium 
SEMlllAR 
·- 4 CllRISTUS Pllm International Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. 
20 Delta Sigma Theta Sorority 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Auditorium 
~111op tJ>unae 
20 YOUElllll·llSOI Y. IEOR&ETOWll Intercollegiate Athletics 6:00 p.m. Burr Gymnasium 
4 Pllm Clribbean Student Association 1BA BllCldJumCentlll'unc:l1ort 
lQ.!lACU·I CHESS TCUllAllEJIT ' lntramurals and Recreation 4:00 p.m. Blackbum Lower Level • • 4 ll·MlllT11ll ACllVITY 
International Students Club 5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m . BlldJMlfll Center Fonim 
• • 
21 FWOWSHIP I Campus Cfusade for Christ " 6:30 p.m.-9:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Forum 
1 LUT IAY OF FDllUI. CUSS 
21 LECTURE Department of Philosophy 3:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Forum 
I llSllE1'All. IBI 1llS8ll Y. llPTIST CDUE&E Intercollegiate Athletics 8:00 p.m. &Irr Qfmusiunl -
' 
21 GEJWI. ASSEllBLY MEETII& Howard Uni. Student Association 5:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Room 148 •• 
I lllLE SlllY lnt'I Christian Felklwship 5:15 p.m.-7:00 p.m. m-.-u-.-
21 BlllE SIUDY lnt'I. Christian Fellowship 5:15 p.m.-7:00 p.m. Blackbum Music listening Room 
11 llSllETUh cml 111S811 Y. COITlll STATE Intercollegiate Athletics 8:00 p.m. Bun~Cll 
22 _ IW. llll PllDFEjSllllll1. DAY Office of Career Planning and Placement 8:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Center Ballroom 12 llSllE1'Al1. !Bl 1llS8ll Y. !.-.. lntercolleeiate AtMltics 8:00 p.m. Blln'~ll 
22 COlmlTIOI Wesley Foundation 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Blackbum Center Forum • 
12 C~ PAITT FU1111• SAITA Uni. Center Small Fry Series 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Blacldlum CIRter E. Ball1111111 
22 WORKSHOP ' Black Campus Ministries 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Blackbum Music listening Room 
22 FIRST SEEIER - AT TIE CllSE 8F WllllllTilllS 
. . 
... ' 
• 
J 
.. 
All _Recognized ---
Campus 
Organizations -
f 
, 
<('> 
Mu~t Complete An Org-anization Census 
·Form By· Friday, October 2, 1987! 
Please Report To The Office Of 
Student Activities, Blackburn Center 
Room . 117 For-Further Instructions I! 
-" .. 
' .. 
I 
Who's Who 
• 
. 
Among Stude~ts In 
! 
American Universities & Colleges 
Who's ~gENTS 1N 
AMONS' 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
~ UNDERGRADUATESTVDENTS 
American . . s & colleges univers1t1e 
This is to certih that 
Thi s_ could b e_ you 
-
t. - r been elected to . 
· ~ · Snuients 1n 
Who's Who Amo.n~ Colleges 
. Universities & d American . J · g merit an 
. . of outstanu.in in recogninon a student at 
accomplishment as 
~en UN1V°£RS1TY HOW......, 
1987 -88 
APPLICATIONS 
Available in your Dean's office or the Office of Student Activities. 
DEADLINE 
(a) Must be currently enrolled at Howard University in a degree seeking program. Persons enrolled in 
certificate programs are not eligible for consideration. 
(b) Must be classified as at least a junior as designated by the school/college enrolled. 
(c) Must have a minimum of 2.0 CUMULATIVE grade point average as of the beginning of the Fall 
semester of the year of consideration. 
• 
TRANSFER STUDENTS 
(1) Undergrads: Same as above items (a), (b), (c) for UndergraduateSrudents and (d) must have 
completed at least thirty (30) credit hours at Howard University. 
(2) Grads: Same as above items (a), (b), (c) for Graduate Students. 
(3) Professional: Same as above items (a), (b), (c) and (d) for l>rofessional Students. 
~RADUATE STUDEN~S , 
(a) Must be currently enrolled at Ho.ward University in a degree seeking program. Persons 
enrolled in certificate programs are not eligible for consideration. 
(b) Must have earned at least 15 credit hours at Howard University. · 
(c) Must have a minimum of 3.4 CUMULATIVE grade point average. 
PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS 
(a) Must be currently enrolled at Howard University in a degree seeking program. Persons 
enrolled in certificate programs are not eligible for consideration. 
(b) Must have tompleted at least one year at Howard University with a classification of at 
least junior -starus. 
(c) Must be rated in at least 
the TOP fifty percent 
All applications must be rerumed to the Office of the dean in the school or college 
currently enrolled on or before OCTOBER 1st. 
(50%) of the class ranking. 
(d) For Law School, must have 
numerical average of 
not less than· 80. 
The SlUDENT ACTJVmES CALENDAR is published by the 
Office of Student Activities. All information from University 
departments and student organizations for the Spring 1988 
semester should be submitted to Leslie Harriell-Lewis, Assis-
tant Director of Student Activities for Publications, Room 115, 
Blackbum Center, by December 18, 1987. 
• 
